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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Early History and Importance of crop 
Broomcorn, a member of the group of plants called sorghums, appears 
l first to have been grown in the United States by Benjamin Franklin. The 
growing of the crop on a commercial scale began in the Connecticut Valley 
near Hadley, Massachusetts in 1797. Since that time broomcorn production 
gradually shifted westward until it became concentrated in the Southwest. 
Two primary reasons for this shift were: (1) the availability of cheaper 
land in the West, and (2) the drought=resistant characteristics of the 
plant making it particularly adaptable to semi=arid conditions in the 
2 Plains States. 
Census data indicated broomcorn production for Oklahoma in 1889 to 
be only eight tons. Production increased tremendously, and, by 1909, 
Oklahoma, with a production of 21,371 tons, had become the number one 
producing state in the nation. 3 Yearly production in OklaQoma exceeded 
,, 
any other state from 1915 to 1940 with the exception of 1936, when Illinoi~ 
led. Average annual production for Oklahoma W.!1$ 11,630 ton~ from 1945 to 
1R. S. Washburn and J. H. Martin, Broomcorn Growing and HandU.ng, 
Farmer 0 s Bulletin No. 16.31, United States Department of Agir:iculture 
(Washington, D. C., September 19.30), p. 1. 
2 R. S. Washburn and J. H. Martin, An Economic Study of Broomcorn 
Production, Technical Bulletin No. 347, United Sti:\tes Department of 
Agriculture (Washington, D. C., FebI'uary, 193.3), p. '40 . 
.3Ibid. p, 4. 
1 
1954, an average of 2,620 tons per year above second~ranked Colorado. 
Oklahoma was the leading grower in 1955 and 1956, producing 17,100 tons 
and 7,200 tons respectively in these years. 
Previous Research 
No major economic research on broomcorn has been performed since 1933. 
A bulletin by Martin and Washburn4 published in 1933 contained estimates of 
production costs and expected net returns from broomcorn and competing cash 
crops. No previous analysis has been made of broomcorn prices. 
Background of ~eneral Area 
this study is confined mainly to the principal broomcorn. producing 
area of Oklahoma located in the southcentral section of the state in 
~arvin, Grady and McClain counties. Lindsay, centrally located in the 
area, is the leading broomcorn market in Oklahoma. 
Broomcorn is grown on rich bottomland swils such as are found along 
the Washita River, Finn creek and Rush Creek. The most prominent soil 
series found in these bottomlands are the McLain, Reinach and Yahola.5 
The soils are of alluvial origin, and they are highly fertile, High crop 
yields can be sustained on these soils over a period of years, Occasional= 
ly, s,ame areas are inundated to a shallow depth during high floods, The 
5Harvey M. Galloway, ed,, Description of Soil Series, compiled from 
reports of the Division of Soil Survey, Bureau of Plant Industry, United 
States Department of Agriculture (Washington, D, C.), p, (not given). 
soils are well suited to the growing of alfalfa, corn, cotton, broomcorn, 
sorghmns and small grains, 6 
3 
Average annual rainfall for the Lindsay weather station was 35,4 inches 
from 1939 to 1952,7 Precipitation during the period ranged from a high of 
51,43 inches in 1945 to a low of 22,03 inches in 1939, 8 
Problems of the Broomco:rn Producer 
The broomcorn industry is characterized by unusually high price vari-
ability among years, within years and among individuals, The past three= 
year average prices received by Oklahoma fanners per ton of .broomcorn are 
examples of the unusually high among=year (annual) fluctl!Jation$, Average 
price per ton dropped from $415 in 1954 to $288 in 1955, then rose to $480 
in 1956, The annual price variation is illu~t:rated graphically in Figure 
L The coefficient of varia(dLon of adlju~te.d9 <i:l.11].nual p:rice$ :received by 
' Oklahoma farmers from 1929 to 1955 for b:roomcorn was ,38, During thi~ 
period, the coefficients of price variability foir otheir majo1r cirop!S OJf the 
state were as follows: corn, ,30; grain sorghum, 030; cotton, ,28; oat~, 
,27; wheat, ,24; and alfalfa, ,22, 
6 W, H. Buckhannan, Soil Survey of Cleveland County, Oklahoma, United 
States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conse:i:vation Sel'vice in coopeira-
tion with Oklahoma Agricultural Exper·iment Stai.don (:Stillwater, Oklahoma 9 
October, 1954), pp. 30, 37 and 46. 
7Becau!Se of incomplete data, the yearB 1947 and 1948 were omitted 
from the average, 
8R. J. Martin, ed,, Climatic Summary of the United States, No, 30, 
U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather :Bureau (Wa~hington, Ill. C,), p, 24, 
9Adj~sted by the index of prices paid by U. S, farmer~, including 
interest, taxes and wage rates, 
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The within=year price variation for broomcorn does not follow a regug 
lar cyclical pattern. Thus, it cannot be classed into seasonal price vari~ 
ation patterns as can be done for many other agricultural products. The 
within-year coefficient of variation of .22 was computed from prices reg 
ceived for broomcorn in 1955 by 38 farmers surveyed in southcentral Oklag 
homa. Variation in prices resulting from grade differences among india 
vidual farmers could not be removed from this estimate, 
A major concern of broomcorn producers is how to maintain efficiency 
of production under unpredictable prices. Economic inefficiency results 
from inability of individual producers to equate marginal costs with marg 
ginal returns. Equilibrium conditions are difficult to approach and im= 
possible to maintain in the face.of fluctuating product prices, technical 
inefficiency arises·from farmers 0 unwillingness to adopt improved produc~ 
tion techni~ues due to uncert~inty cf returns. The impact of unf~vorable 
prices is increased by the h~gh cash cost of approximatelr $150 per ton 
re~uired to harvest the crop, Broomco~n brush ii used only in the making 
of b~ooms, Since the harvested brush cannot be utili~ed on the farm, it 
must eventually be placed on the market, 
A second major concern of produce~s i$ the long~run decline in con= 
Sumption of broomcorn bru~h. De~pite the inc~ease in national population 
the quantity of broomcorn produced and consumed has steadily decreased, 
In 1930, Martin and Washburn10 stated that for many years the average anQ 
nual disappearance of brush in this country for domestic manufacture and 
11 for export was about 50,000 tons . The average annual disappearance 
10 Martin and Washburn, Broomcorn Growing and Handligg_, p, l, 
11Imports of this period were relatively insignificant as shown by 
Appendix Table XXVIII. 
(production plus imports minus exports) of brush from 1950 to 1955 was ap= 
proximately 35,000 tons (Appendix Table XXVIII). The decline in Okl2homa 
production is shown graphically in Figure 1. 
The decline in consumption of broomcorn may have resulted from (1) a 
decreasing supply of brush placed on the market by fanners over time, (2) 
a decreasing demand for broomcorn, or (3) a combination of (l) and (2). 
Thus, produceinsi are confronted with two principal adjustments. '.Jrhe 
first is an adjustment to preserve efficiency of resource use in the face 
of unusually high price variability. The ~econd i~ a long=run ~djustment 
to the declining demand for b:rroomcorn. 
Objectives of the Thesis 
The principal objectives of the study aren 
(1) To determine the reasons for the unu8ually high 
variability in annual prices paid ~klahoma producer8 
for broomco:rrn; 
(:2) To gain some insight int«l! p:reoducer :res@urce situationB, 
knowledge of markets, and response to within=year and 
among=year variation in broomcorn prices; and, 
(3) To evaluate alternative opportunities of producers in 
adjusting to variable broomcorn prices and to long=run 
decline in demand for broomcorn. 
The analysis of Chapters II, Ill, and :r~ will be concerned ~ith ob= 
jectives (l}, (2) and (3), :re5lpectively. In Chapter II, tw(Q) relevant 
hypotheses regarding the source of the unus~ally high price variability 
will be tested. The first hypotheds states that excessive p:dce va.ria= 
bility arises from a rel:a.tively inelastic del!l&lndl for the crop O The 
6 
7 
second states that excessive price variability results from cyclical price 
and quantity changes as explained by the cobweb theorem. To gain informa.= 
tion as an aid in accepting or rejecting the hypotheses, secondary data 
will be used in an analysis of demand and supply in the farm market. 
chapter III will contain an evaluation of producer resource situa= 
tions. The chapter will embody a discussion of how management decisions 
by farmers have contributed to the variable rate of production and the 
consequent price variability. Also, the hypothesis that farmers lack know-
ledge of the market and of factors underlying price variability will be 
evaluated. Secondary data obtained from farmers will be used throughout 
the analyses in the chapter. 
Chapter IV will contain an evaluation of alternative adjustments 
which producers can make to maintain efficiency in the face of declining pro~ 
duction and unusually high variation in prices. Through a partial budget 
analysis, returns from various alternatives to broomcorn will be computed 
for use as a guide in future enterprise adjustments. Primary and sec~nd= 
ary data will be used in the analyses. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF BROOMCORN PRICES 
IN THE FARM MARKET 
The analyses of this chapter begin with the presentation of the two 
hypotheses concerning the source of the unusually high variability in 
price, followed by a statistical analysis of broomcorn supply and demand 
in the farmer-dealer market . 1 The parameter estimates obt a i ned will aid 
in evaluating the hypotheses and will also give some insight into factors 
responsible for the decline of the broomcorn industry. 
Inelastic Demand 
The first hypothesis states t hat the relatively high vari ability of 
prices originates from an inelastic demand for broomcorn , An inelastic 
demand exists when the percentage change in quantity taken is less than 
2 
the percentage change in price; t herefore, E < 1 in absolute value . p 
{Figure 2 , A) . Uni tary e lasticity is characterized by an equal percentage 
l.rhe analysis was restricted to evaluation of what were considered 
to be he two most relevant hypot heses . Other hypotheses {H • , , H ) 
were examined in another phase of the study, and t hey were f6und to bi 
irrelevant and/or of minor importance in explaining pri ce variability. 
These hypotheses pertained to (1) in~tability in operations of dealers 
and manufacturers which were unrelated to instability in produc tion, (2) 
instability in demand, and (3) instability in yields. 
2 Price elasticity of demand (E) for any produc t is defined as 
' p 
Percentage change in quantity taken, or~ ~ 
Percentage change in price dP Q 
8 
change in quantity taken and price, or E ~ 1. Unitary elasticity ©n p 
arithmetic :scales is illustrated g:raphically by a recUngular hyperbola, 
(Figure 2, B), 
When the percentage change in quantity taken exceeds the percentage 
change in price, demand is elastic, or E > l (Figure 2, C), It b p 
evident that for a given change in quantity supplied, price changes are 
greater with a relatively inelastic demand than IW'ith t.mita:ry or relative= 
ly elastic demand. Conversely, a given percentage change in price will 
result in a smaller percentage change in quantity taken off the market 
9 
when demand is relat:tvely inelastic, 
Price 
p 2 
Q Quantity 
.2 
( Ine last ic) 
A 
Quantity 
(tinitary Elastic) 
B 
(Ele,stic) 
C 
Figure ~L Hypothetical Illustration of RelLatively Inel~stfo, EL~stk, c!ll1111dl 
Unitary Elastic Demand curves 
10 
Cobweb The!Qlrem 
The second hypothesis states that unusually high price variability 
originates from cyclical fluctuations in price and quantity as explained 
by the ~obweb theorem. Ezekiel3 demonstrates three basic types of cycli~ 
cal patt'irns: continuous, convergent and divergent. (Figure 3) •. The 
demand curve DD applies to the current peri!Qld. The supply curve ss, how= 
ever, represents the quantity produced in the current period in response 
to price of the ·previous period, In addition, ss includes carry=over of 
stored supply to the succeeding period in response t!Ql price of the current 
period. 
{Continuous) 
A 
s 
D 
Conver gem 
B 
D 
(Divergent) 
C 
..... ~ .... 
Figure 3. Hypothetical Illustration of Cobweb Patterns 
~ordecai Ezekiel, 0~The Cobweb Theoremu,, 2E_a1!:'ter],y Journal of 
~conomics, LII (February, 1938), pp. 263=266. 
11 
The original disturbance giving rise to the oscillation can be genera= 
ted by a shift in the demand or in the supply curve. In the case of con= 
tinu,!:bus oscUlaticm, the original supply curve is ss I with price and qiuan= 
tity in equilibrium at P1 and Q1 respectively (Figure 3). Assuming a 
shift in the supply curve to a new position 88, sellers are willing to 
place q2 on the market at price P1. In response to this price, ~uantity 
Q2 ii. produced, :resulting in price P2 . Price P~, however, calls forth a 
""' 
production Q1 the following period, causing price to rise to P1. If pro= 
ducers expect price P1 to prevail in the ensuing period, ~uantity Q2 is 
produced, resulting in price P2 , Thui,:, the cyclical pattern is repeated 
with no e~uilibrium being reached. 
divergent) depends upon the 5:lope5i of the demand and supply curves in 
the relevant range. 
sibility is very unlikely of any commodity giving ri$~ to a continuous 
or divergent pattern. 
Ezekiel6 states that the theorem can apply exactly to only those com~ 
modities fulfilling three con@itions: (l} production i~ completely det~r= 
4Norman S. Buchanan, uuA Reccmsideration of the Cobweb Th@orem, ou 
J@i.n:nal of Polit:il.cal Ecor;:1to~y, IIIL (1939) pp. 70=81. 
i:; 
;;!!Gustav Ackerman, uuThe Cobweb ':rheot'em~ A Recon:Blidleration/0 Oi\ll!r~-
12 Journal of Economics, LX.XI (February, 1951}j pp. 155=159. 
6 Ezekiel, p. 2'{2. 
competition and producer anticipation of present prices continuing; (2) 
time needed for adjustments in production is one full period, once the 
plans are made; and (3) price is determined by the available supply. 
Two additional assumptions stated by Buchanan are: (l) the response 
of producers to current prices, or prices in the last production period, 
does not alter the supply function (supply is completely reversible 
I 
throughout the entire range in output)7, and (I) farmers never learn from 
past experience, no matter how protracted, 8 
Models of Supply and Demand 
Estimates of the supply and demand functions are necessary to evaluQ 
ate the stated hypotheses, The actual method used to estimate these 
functions must conform with research objectives and various economic 
assumptions. Economic theory postulates that economic variable$ are 
generated by a number of interrelated factors, Thu~, the simultaneous 
equation method of estimating parameters embodies certain advantag~s ~ 
namely, the·recognition of .the joint or mutual determinati~n of variables, 
Problems of identification characteristic of the least squa~e1 
method can be red~ced by use of lagged endogenous9 variables. these 
10 
variables are classified with exogenous variables ~nd are called 
7Buchanan, p. 68. 
8 Ibid., p. 81. 
9Endogenous variables are considered to be determined by interaction 
within the model, 
lOExogenous variables are considered to be determined outside the 
operation of the model. 
13 
predetermined variables, Bect;u.11se of the limited data availc!ll.ble, the least 
s~uares method was used in estimating parameters despite certain advantages 
of other methods, Supply was estimated by the use of Oklahoma variables. 
Due to data limitations, demand for Oklahoma 0 s broomcorn was estimated 
from a derived national demand £1.mctiono 
Specification of the Economic Model of Demand 
The model specifying the demand relationship is of the form: 
(1) y ~ f(x 1,x2 ,x3,o,ox0 ) 
where the dependent variable Y, specified as the price received by farmers 
for broomcorn, is a function of production, population, income, tastes and 
preferences, price and number of substitutes and other :relevant variables, 
A change in the combination and levels of the independent variables 
(x1Jx2 ,x3., ,xn) will result in a change in price (Y), A demand functi©>n 
expressing a relation between Y (price) am.d :x1 {((JluatnUty), with ~,, ,x0 
(all other independent va:ri~bles) fixed, is of the form~ 
(2) y ~ f(x1 I ~1x3,.,xn\) 
A change in the level of the fixed va:dables Wi1U result in a shift in 
the level of the price-~uantity function, The final economic specifica= 
ti.on fa that demand applies t:o a specific c@m1wQJd:JUty in a well=defined ma:r·= 
ket area at a particular pe~iod in time. 
Specification of the St8tistical Model 
The statistical model used to express the demand and supply relation= 
ship is of the fo:rm: 
(3) Y u a + 1\ '\ + 132 x2 + I03 x3 + z 
Assumptions of the mod.el are as follows g 
(l) The relevant mathematical form of the equation is known; 
(2) Variance of the dependent variable is homogeneous for each 
value of a given independent variable; 
(3) The independent variables are measured without error; and, 
(4) The error tel'm. z is independent of specified independent 
variables and is normally distributed with variance ~2 and 
mean O. 
The a and ~1°s are parameters expressing the relationship between 
variables. Time series data will be used, posing probl~ms of analysis 
14 
11 
such as multicolinearity and interdependence of successive obsell:"Vations. 
Due to data limitations, temporal, geographical and commodity aggrega= 
tion is unavoidable, violating assumptions of the economic model. Other 
complications imposed by time series data a~e limited sample size and 
indices. Parameter estimate$ a~e averages for the total period covered 
by the data. However, parameters such as price elasticity of demand may 
have been at different values during variows part@ of the total period. 
teria: (1) availability of data, (2) consistency of variables with the 
economic model, and (3) statistical significance of variables at a given 
probability level. The only excepticm tro the third critericm are the 
quantity and price variables. Because estimates of price elasticity of 
supply and demand are necessary for evalLuadt0>·n of t.he st~ted hypotheses, 
11E. L. Baum, "Critical Review of Demand _Studi<H - Discussion 0°, 
Journal of Fann Economic!, XXXV (1953), p, 896. 
15 
these variables are eHenti.al elements of the model, even though they fail 
to add to the explanation of price or 11.mntity variability. 
The algebraic form of the statistical model was selected on the basis 
2 
of conformity to the economic model and size of the R. The fraction of 
2 the sum of squares removed by regression, or R=, is a measure of how well 
the e~uation fits the data. Logarithm and s~uare root forms of equations 
were fitted to the data. Both equations conformed to the economic model. 
The logarithm equation was selected to represent both supply and demand 
2 due to higher R values and due to the added convenience of working with 
estimated parameters in the f~:rcm Qf elasticities. 
The Estimated Dem.and Equation 
The. demand eltlluation wars fitted to annW!.l data for the period f:rom 
ted equation of the form~ 
(4) ~ ffi -9.95 q=.91Dl,96V=lo.69 
where P was price, Q was quantity, D w~s income, and V wa~ vacuum cl~aner 
production. (Table I), 
price received by farmers per ton of bro!MXhcorn in the United Stat~s. The 
prices were adjusted by the index of price1 paid by U. s. f~t"mers, includ~ 
ing interest, taxes, and wage rates. 
The Q variable was annual national prl())ducdc111n per 100,000 population. 
A one percent increase in production (Q) re:aiults in a • 9 :n. percent. decireaH 
l in the price of broomcorn. Thus, EP ~ -:']1"d =1,10. the 95 percent 
confidence interval for price elasticity of de:mand was -2. 04 < E < .... 76, p 
indicating that E in the farm market was n©t significantly different p 
from unity. 
TABLE I 
ESTlK'\TED DEMAND AND SUPPLY EQUATIONS 
E . a/ quat1.on= 
Demand 
A bl b2 b3 
p.,.aQ D V 
-1 
'p "" a + b 1"'1Q + b2'{n 
+ bF-1 
Supply 
" bl b2 b3 b4 
A "" aP _ l O _ l Y - l T 
variables 
P Price I 
Q Product}on£ 
D Income.S 
V Vacuum cleaner 
production£! 
A Acres planted 
bl 
b2 
b3 
b !?,/ 
i 
.9051** 
l.9590** 
06942**-
bl =72.9507** 
b2 22 0 6671*~'€ 
b3 = 6.6362* 
P Price h1 
0 Opportunity cost b0 
Y Yield b~ 
. 9700*~'€ 
- L0315** 
,8501** 
.4184** T Time b4 
~ ""a+ bi'f P =l + b'2~l bl 
. b 
-16.4464** 
=21. 4426id'r 
=12,4567* 
=45.3549** 
+ b3'-R1 eU- b~ b~ 
b4 
!,I Minus one (=l) subscripts denote lagged variables. 
~/ *Significant at ,95 level **Significant at ,99 level. 
£,I vairiable8 on a per capita basis. 
Confidence Interval 
1. .32 < /\ < = .49 
1.:21 < /3,;, < 2. 71 
.83 < ~~ < = 0 55 
:) 
-109.95 < /31 < =35.95 
12.89 < p2 < 32,44 
= 12.20 < /3~ < - 1.07 
.J 
.59 < 1-3 1 <: L35 
1.60 < 13,.., , - ,47 
1.21 < /3~ < = .49 
0 55 < si < = .29 
9.09 < /31 < 23.81 
3s,53 <a;<= 4,35 
= 19.99 < /33 < - 5,71 
- 60.70 < /34 < =30,01 
sb. 
l, 
R2 and 
a value 
Sb 
sbl 
sb:2 
3 
2 
.20 R 
.36 a 
007 
,7409 
- 9.9459 
2 Sb 17.88 R .7004 
sbl 4,7:2 a 122.4022 
sb2 2.69 
3 
Sb 
sbl 
s 2 b 
sb3 
4 
Sb 
sbl 
~\2 
sb3 
4 
.18 R:2 
.27 a 
.17 
.06 
.8403 
4.2101 
3.54 
8.22 
3.24 
7,38 
R2 .8031 
a 416.3907 
!--' 
0\ 
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The D variable was ·the disposable income per 100,000 population.in 
the United States, Income.was adjusted, using the_ consumer price index, 
The V vari~ble was the number of vacuum cleaners produced in the United 
States per 100,000 population. The variable was lagged one year to con-
form with an assumed delay between the time of vacuUI!l cleaner production 
and its effect on the broomcorn market, Vacuum cleaners are perhaps t~e 
most important of several substitutes for brooms, Data on other substi= 
tutes for brooms were not available, Because data on vacuum cleaner 
production were not available for the war years (1941-1945) and for alter~ 
nate pre-war years, it was necessary to interpolate between'existing e:!3ti= 
mates. 
The .effects of the D and V variables upon shifts in the price=~uan-
tity relation are illustrated in Figure 4o Through time, the effect of 
the vacuum cleaner variable has been to move the demand curve to the left, 
However) increase in the income variable has more than offset the popu= 
lation effect, causing absolute demand to shift to the right, Despite 
the increase in absolute demand, relative demand may have decreased; 
that is, the demand for other products may have increased more than the 
demand for broomcorn, 
Several variables in addition to those included in the equation af= 
fact demand, Adding a time variable to the estimated demand equa.tion 
12 
changed slightly the values of other estimated parameters. Perhaps the 
12 
" 6 6 log Y = =12,48 = 1.0 log Q + 2,29 log D - , 3 log V=l - .01 T 
where the Yi Q, D, and V variables were unchanged from equation (4). The 
T ( time) variable is a linear variable meatSuring the effects of gradually 
changing factorso Ail independent variables were highly siggiticant 
except T, which was not significant at the ,95 levelo The a~ wa~ ,75, 
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most obvious omission is a carry=over variable including net imports. Due 
to lack of data on carry=over, several attempts were made to construct a 
dummy variable, However, each attempt resulted in failure to construct a 
variable statistically significant at the 95 percent probability level. 
The constructed variables also added little to the percent of variability 
2 
explained (R ) • 
Specification of the Economic Model of Supply 
The crop supply function also applies to the farm market level, but 
differs from demand in that it was estimated, not for the nation, but for 
Oklahoma. Supply was defined as the number of acres of broomcorn which 
producers will plant in response to various possible prices of the previous 
year and to other variables. The model specifying the relationship is of 
the form: 
where the independent variable Y, specified as acres planted, is a func= 
tion of price, opportunity costs, yield, weather conditions, labor costs 
and other relevant variables through x. Vat'iables such as price and 
n 
opportunity cost, which apply to the previous year, are lagged endogenou!S 
(predetermined) variables. 
A supply function expressing a relation between Y (acres planted) 
and x 1 (price), with x2 ., .xn (all other independent variables) fixed!, i:s 
of the form: 
A change in the fixed level of the x2 , •. xn variables results in a shift in 
the relation, Y = f(x 1). 
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The Estimated Supply E~uation 
The supply equation was fitted to annual data for a period from 1930 
to 1955. The logarithmic equation was: 
(7) 'A= 4.2l p .97 O =l.03 y =.85 T-.42 
. -1 ~1 =1 
where A was acres planted, P was price, 0 was opportunity cost, Y was 
yield, and Twas time (Table 1). The minus one (-1) subscripts denoted 
variables lagged one year. 
The price variable P was the seasonal average price per ton paid to 
Oklahoma farmers for broomcorn. The variable was adjusted for long=term 
price trends by the index of prices paid by U. s. farmers, including 
interest, taxes and wage rates. The equation indicated a price elasticity 
of supply (acres planted) of .97, Thus, a one percent increase in previous 
year prices resulted in a .97 percent increase in acres planted, The 95 
percent confidence interval ranged from .59 to 1.35, indicating an ela~ti~ 
city insignificantly different from unity. 
The opportunity cost variable (0) was an index of the relative profitQ 
ability of producing alternative crops, Hence, it gave an estimate of the 
cost of the lost opportunity of producing other crops. The inclex for any 
one crop in a given y~ar was found by the fo:rnnula: 
Adjus_ted price of the crop for a ,given year x 100 
and alfalfa., the principal c,ompeting crops with broomicorn in southr.entral 
·Oklahoma, 
The yield variable (Y) was the y:i.eld of broom\::!Orn per harve~ted aicn! 
in Oklahoma, la.gged one year. the time variable (T) measured the effe1Cts 
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upon acres planted of factors changing gradually through time. The follow-
ing factors were possible components of this variable: 
(1) Increased mechanization and decreased cost of harvesting competing 
crops. Methods of harvesting broomcarn have remained almost unchanged since 
the 1930°s. 
(2) Improved varieties of competing crops. Broomcorn producers of 
the area have been using the same variety, Black Spanish, for many years. 
(3) Decreased availability and quality of labor for harvesting broom= 
corn. Harvest labor requirements have remained almost unchanged while real 
wages have increased. 
The effect of the time, opportunity cost, and yield variables is 
illustrated in Figure 5. Through time, these variables have shifted the 
supply curve to the left. Results suggest that the above components of 
the time variable have played a major.role in the decline of the broom= 
corn industry" Projection of past trends to 1965 results in a forecast of 
an output of 9,166 tons for O~lahoma, . Thi.s :figure is approximately 25 per~ 
cent below the past five-year average production of about 12,000 tons per 
year, 
2 The R was reduced to approximately ,50 when the time variable was 
eliminated from the equation. Thus, approximately 50 percent of the varia= 
bility in acres planted is accounted for by plt'ice, opportunity cost and 
yield variables one year previous to the date of planting. 
Supply and Demand Relationship 
The changes taking place in the broomcorn producing industry from 
1930 to 1955 are illustrated by Figure 6. The percentage decrease in 
supply exceeded the percentage increase in demand, Shift in supply from 
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Figure 5, Estim.rJlted Supply of Broom(;orn in the Farm M~rket 
(Acres planted= Oklahoma) 
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Price 
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Figu:re 60 Relative :Shifts in thei BrolQlruc.OJrn Demand andl Supply 
c~rves Through time 
s30s30 to s5!l'ss and in demand f:rom D30n30 t 11J D55D55 c.au:sedl a redlucticn 
' in cqpJantity from Q30 to q55 and an incirease in x·eal price pe:r ton firnm 
P 30 t@ P 55 , 'JL'he increase in purcha:sir,g power of b:rt©IOlmciQJ:rrn per ton is 
illustratad graphically in Figural, 
It is recognized that the two hypotheses a:r.e noit mutually e::iw llusive; 
in tW(()) respect:s, First, cobweb :fluctuatfons in rq[ll.llilllntity l'rnppliad will 
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cause greater price fluctuations if demand is relatively inelastic than if 
highly elastic. Second, fluctuations in quantity supplied a:re necessary 
for a gradually shifting, relatively inelastic demand to be a source of 
unusually high price variability. 
To test the first hypothesis, therefore, it is assumed that changes 
in quantity supplied are not excessive but are characteristic of other 
farm crops. From the demand analysis, EP of broomcorn was estimated to 
be =l.10, or approximately unity. Because a demand fu.mction of unitarv 
r ,· J 
elasticity is not a source of extreme price variability as found in the 
broomcorn producing industry, the first hypothesis is rejected, 
The demand for brooms may be inelastic at the retail level. The quan~ 
tity of brooms sold remains relatively constant from year to year (except 
for secular trends) despite price fluctuations. To what can the change 
in elasticity be attributed as broomcorn moves friom the farm to the con= 
sumer? The effect of storage on the change in ela&iiltid.ty is illl..llstrated 
by Figure 7. 
Assume a large broomcorn production Q4 in a given year. If the 
broomcorn were sold on a relatively inelastic (D 1D1) retail demand market, 
farmers would receive price P1. However, if the ~uantity Q3e4 is placed 
13 14 in storage, farmers will receive a higher price P2 for 1uantity Q4 • 
On the other hand, if production were low, such as q1, farmers would 
receive a price P4 by selling on the retail iemand market. However, the 
quantity Q1Q2 is placed on the market from. storage, causing farmers to 
13storage is defined as the summation of storage in all market leveli, 
including dealer, manufacturer, wholesaler, etc. 
14 Marketing costs such as transportatioR, broker margins, etc. are 
not included. 
Price D 
2 
p2 ~~~~---1-~1--~~~~~~~~~~~o:::c-­
pl 
Quantity 
Figure 7. Hypothetical Effects of Storage on Elasticity of 
Demand 
receive a lower price PJ for ~uantity Q1 . 'Jr.hiu1:s, demand curve D,)Dt;'.I) :ian the it% ,,&, 
farm market may be more elastic than demand c.u!!'.'ve D1D1 at the :rreta:U level. 
'fo evaluate the second hypothesis, we mutsJt examine how cfosely the. 
assumptions fo·r the cobweb theorem are met by the bir:ti.JJom,t.HJJli.'n :n.nid.ust:il.'y, 
producers' response to price, Price and yield variables in the preceading 
crop year did account for about 50 percent of the variation in acres plant• 
ed, Due to the large number of produceni, no one fa:nne:r can believe his 
production will influence price, In conformity with Ezekiel Os th:il.rd as= 
sumption, broomco:rn prices and production a.:ire not determined by administra~· 
tive decisions but are determined by supply and demand condlitions, 
Buchanan states that the supply curve must be reversible throughout 
its entire length, Reversibility of the supply curve is dependent upon 
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the ease of entry or withdrawal of new firms ~nd upon the ease of expansion 
or contraction of existing firm output. Such adjustment must be made in an 
interval no longer than between production periods, or approximately one 
year for broomcorn. A low ratio of fixed to variable costs is character-
istic of broomcorn production. The major fixed investment, the broomcorn 
drying shed, averages approximately $1200 per farm, but more than one half 
of the sheds are rented. Preharvest machinery may be used to produce 
several alternative crops, The major portion of the labor and machinery 
required for harvest is hired. Thus, adequate flexibility exists to 
approach Buchanan's assumption of a reversible supply curve. 
Two factors contribute to the inability of farmers to learn from 
past experience. First, cyclical fluctuations are obscured by unforeseen 
weather phenomena; and second, psychological pressure of group behavior 
may influence farmers to act against their 11bette;c11 judgment. 
Certain aspects of broomcorn production fail to satisfy several 
assumptions of the cobweb theorem. It is evident that factors in addition 
to producers' response to price determine production. Weather is a major 
factor causing variation in yield and in acres planted, For Oklahoma from 
1929 to 1955, the coefficient of variation in acres planted was .46; yield 
per planted acre, ,25; and production, 031. 15 Producers may alter final 
output once plans have been made. Although it may be impossi.ble to in= 
crease production after planting, it is not difficult to abandon plant®d 
acreages. 
Despite the minor inconsistencies encountered in fitting the cobweb 
model to the broomcorn producing industry, it appears that the necessary 
15corrected for long-term trends, the coefficient of variation for 
acres planted was .38; yield per acre, .19; and production, .JO. 
assumptions are sufficiently fulfilled to warrant acceptance of the hypoth-
esis stating that cobweb oscillations have been a major source of unusually 
high variability of annual prices, If fluctuations were of the assumed 
convergent pattern, theoretically, equilibrium would be restored in time, 
However, changing weather conditions cause changes in production, reacti= 
vating the cyclical pattern, 
CHAP'I'ER HI 
PRODUCERS' RESOURCE SITUATIONS, RESPONSE TO PRICE VARIABILITY 
AND KNOWLEDGE OF MARKETS 
All analyses of this chapter will be based upon information obtained 
from 38 broomcorn producers selected at random and interviewed in :south= 
central Oklahoma in July) 1956 (Appendix A), Farms surveyed were divided 
into four groups, One objective of the chapter will be to de~cribe the 
criteria for grouping, then to evaluate the resource situation of an ave= 
rage farm representing each of the groups, 
The level and combination of resources on a farm have a definite im= 
pact upon management decisions concerning adjustments to preserve effic= 
iency in the face of price variability and declining demando Thus, Chap= 
ter III establishes a framew<ork for the subse<l),luent analysis of alte:rma= 
tive adjustments in Chapter IV, 
The remaining sections of the chapter wUl include a. dhc.urssion of 
how farmers I management decisions have affected pric;:e variability, follow,~ 
ed by an evaluation of the hypothesis that farmers lack knowledge of mar= 
kets and of factors causing excessive price fluctuations, 
Criteria for Grouping Farms 
The 38 farms surveyed were first grouped into two geographical a~e~~ 
reflecting differences in soil type, livestock organi~ation and land useo 
Farms of the Garvin county area were further subdivided on the ba1Sis of 
crop acres per animal unit (AU), A low ratio implies greater pressu~e on 
cropland acres to provide feed for livestock, 
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Farms of the Grady=McClain county area were further subdivided, using 
the criter:!.on.of regularity of broomcorn production. Farmers who were con= 
sistent growers, i.e., who have grown broomco:rn each of the past five years 
(1952-1956), were placed in Group II (table II). Two growers of small 
acreages plus five farmers who raised the crop from one to four years out 
of the past five years were placed in Group I. 
Resource Situation 
Several differences between the Garvin county area and the Grady= 
McClain area are notable, The Garvin area is the mcic~ intensive broom= 
corn producing section, lying in rich bottomlands such as along the Wash= 
ita River and Rush Creek. Farms of the area are la:rcger in acreage and in 
machinery inventories. Beef cattle are the predominant livestock, 
The Grady=McClain area is a less intensive producing section, lying 
principally along smaller river and creek bottoms, but extending into 
upland areas. Smaller farm size, less fertile land and a lower percentage 
of crop land. acres characterize the area., Perhaps these cha.rac teristic:s 
have contributed to the smaller percentage of acres in cash crops and to 
the relatively 'greater livestock numbers in the area. Dairy cattle are 
the predominant livestock. 
Garvin Area 
Considering only the Garvin area, the fa:rr:ms in Group I average 40 
AU per farm, contrasting with only 10 AU per f~:rcm in Group II (Table II), 
The ratio of crop acres to AU ranges from 4.9~1 in Group I to 35,1:1 in 
Group II, Differences in livestock organiz~tion are reflected by di£= 
ferences in cropland use (Table III). Ihe c:rcop farme:rcs (Group II) plant 
C J.a~a1: i fica t ion 
Number of farms in gro'p 
Animal Units per farm!. 
Crop acres per animal unit 
Land organization:!?./ 
Total farm land 
Acres owned 
Acres rented 
Cropland 
Non=cropland 
·' 
' 
' 
. 
' 
~ 
: 
. 
. 
TABLE II 
LIVESTOCK AND !AND ORGANIZATION OF FARMS SURVEYED 
l.N SOUTHCENTRAL OKI.AROMA (1956) 
Garvin Area Grady=McClain Area 
I II I : II 
11 
40 
4,9 
Acres Percent i Acres 
o,t?f8 100 . 487 . 
184 39 . 274 . 
. 294 61 ~ :213 
199 ~ : 350 
279 58 ); 137 
10 
10 
35,l 
Percenti 
100 ~ 
56 ' 
' 44 . . 
72 : 
28 : 
9 
40 
4,1 
Acres · Percent 
401 100 
238 59 
163 41 
16'2 40 
239 60 
' . 
. 
' 
. 
. 
: 
! 
Acres 
236 
.32 
204 
136 
100 
8 
19 
7 .1 
Percent 
100 
14 
86 
57 
43 
!_/ COW$i bulls and sows equal one animal unit (AU) per head; other cattle equal one half AU per head, 
One hundred chickens equal one AU. 
2,/ Acreages are the average per fa:rn1o 
It.>.) 
0 
~ 
Classification 
a/ : Acres Total Crop land= . 199 . 
ca:sh crops : 83 
Broomcorn : 20 
Cotton9 peanuts, wheat: 30 
Alfalfa : 3.3 
Feed grain c:rops : 61 
Corn : 36 
Oats and barley : 11 
Sorghums : 14 
: 
Other ciropland : 55 
Improved pa.fillture . 7 . 
Acres left idle, John:son 
grasi:l, etc. : 48 
. : 
TABLE III 
CROPLAND ORGANIZATION OF FARMS SURVEYED 
IN SOUTHOENTRAL OKLAHOMA ( 1956) 
Garvin Ar~ . . 
I : II g I 
Percent . Acires Percent . Acres . . 
100 . .350 100 : 162 • 
42 g 250 71 : 75 
10 : 108 31 . 10 . 
15 . 28 8 . 22 . • 17 : 114 32 . 43 . 
: 
.30 : 63 18 . 58 . 
18 • 48 14 : 17 . 
5 • 8 2 . 15 . . 
7 . 1 2 . 26 . . 
. 
• • .38 : 37 11 : 29 
4 . 3 l . 19 • . 
: . . 
:i£4 : .34 10 : 10 
!!;,I Acreages are the average per farm. 
GradIQMcClain Area 
: II 
Percent : Acres Percent 
100 . 136 100 . 
46 : 64 47 
6 : 30 22 
14 : 24 18 
26 10 7 
36 : 46 34 
11 . 12 9 . 
9 • 8 6 . 
16 : 26 19 
: 
18 : 26 19 
12 . 19 14 . 
. 
. 
6 . 7 5 . 
\;,.) 
If-' 
a high percentage of cropland acres to cash crops. 
The higher percentage of acres planted to broomcorn by crop farmers 
over the percentage planted by livestock~crop (Group I) farmers is indica= 
tive of the place of cash crops in the organization. 
Differences in the percentage of acres planted to feed grains are 
also characteristic of the type of farming organization. The livestock= 
crop farmers planted 30 percent of available cropland to feed-grain crops; 
the crop farmers planted only 18 percent. The greater livestock reqtuir·e= 
ment of the former group undoubtedly was responsible fo:r the difference, 
Differences al:so appear in the acreW> Olf the otheir c:roipland, includ= 
ing rotation pasture, ac:re:s left idle, etc, Much of this land is marginal 
cropland, The amount of marginal land was perhaps higher than normal in 
1956 due to severe drought conditions in the area, Livestock=c:rop fai:rmer:s 
can better utilize such acreage than can c:r@p farme:u, because livestock 
can pasture volunteer stands of Johnson grass and other forages, 
Grady=McClain Area 
Considering only the Grady=Mc:Cl&d.n a:ri:·ea 1 the livestock crop fa:rms 
(Group I) average 40 AU per farm, and the c:r<OJp fa:rms (Grm.1.p IIO ave:rage: 
19 AU per farm (Table XII). The ratio of crop acres to AU is higher among 
c:rop fa:rms (7.1:1) than among livestock=c:rop farms (4,1:l)J alt.hough the 
farms were grouped on the basis of in=and=out: clu .. racter:Lstfoai in brl())cOlmcorn 
production. 
Table Ill indicates an app:roximataly e(Jlual percentage of cash c:rops 
in the two groups, However, information fro,m C(())mpetent sou:r·ces :suggests 
that alfalfa is grown prima-rUy for use as livestock feed. in. the Gr.ady~ 
McClain area and is not generally used as a cash crop. If alfalfa 
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acreage is subtracted from the cash c:rop total, the remaining percentage 
of cash crops on the crop farms is t~o compared with 20 percent on the liveQ 
stock=crop farms. 
Another obvious characteristic of the livestock=crop fanns is the high 
percentage of owners" Thus, the main characteristics of Group I or live= 
stock farms of the Grady-McClain area compared with Group II crop farms 
are (1) larger total farm acreages, (2) greater livestock inventories, 
(3) a higher percentage of feed crops and a lower percentage of cash 
crops, (4) larger machinery investments, and (5) a higher percentage of 
owned land. 
One m<!lty well q,uestion why these fa:rmers are in=and=o1.1t in the p:r0>= 
duction of broomcorn, One reason may be that resources on these farms 
are sufficiently diversified to preclude dependence upon income f:rom cash 
crops each year, Judging from the high percentage of owned land, capital 
limitatioirull are not as severe as b the case 1/.lin citop farms, Also, lair'g€,, 
m<lllchinery :i.nventories facilitate fle:ldb:Uity iin land 1.llSe" 
As a basis for subseiJluent analysis of alteJ.m1&tive adjilJ!fStments in Ch1&p= 
teir IV, farmers were asked to rank alte:rnatbre cr©ps in <i.n:dler of pEeference 
to b:roomcorn on land upon which broomcorn usually i1,3 grown, 'Ihe :re~ult@i 
are summaid.,zed in Table IV, 
The year 1955 was cha.racte:rized by high p:roduction (17,100 tons) and 
below~average price ($2128 per ton) for biroomco:rn in Oklahoma. the estimat,e 
of crop elasticity of supply (,97) of the previous chapter indicates that 
Crop 
'rABLE IV 
RANKING BY FARMERS OF ALTERNATIVE CROPS TO BROOMCORN 
FARM:S SURVEYED IN S0U1'HCENTRAL OI{LAHOMA 
Garvin Grady=McClain 
Area Area 
Alfalfa l 1 
Corn 2 3 
Wheat 3 4 
Gt'ain sorghum 5 2 
Oats and barley '~ 5 
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a one percent decrease in price the previous year re5ult~ in approxim~tely 
a one percent decrease in acres plantedo Therefore, if the estimate i8 
correct, farmers would have reduced acreage in 1956 in response to the 
below av.erage price of 19550 
tion was included in the schedule to determine the reason for changes in 
five planted the same acreage, and ~1 reduced ac:reage iKll 1956 ('ria!lble '!JI}, 
This tends to aiddl ieuppo:rt to the hypothesis on operation of the cobweb 
. To evaluate the hypothesis that farmers lack knowledge of the ma.rk~t 
iu Tab le VI, 
TABLE V 
FACTORS DETERMINING BROOMCORN ACRES PLANTED ON FARMS SURVEYED 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA ( 1956) 
Ga:;r:vin Area : Gratzy=McChln Area g Total 
Classification 
Number of farms 
In 1956, the number of farmers who: 
Increased acreage : I 
f . , a Reasons or increasing acreage= 
More land available 
Failure of other crops 
Planted same acreage 
Reduced a.c:!'.'eage 
Reasons for r®ducing acreage 
Low price in 1955 
Increase planting ~f competing 
cir ops 
Labor pirob lems 
Unfavorable moisture conditions 
Less land 
Other 
I II : I II 
No, of No, of : No. of No, of 
Farms 
11 
1 
1 
0 
1 
9 
4 
2 
0 
l 
0 
2 
Farms 
10 
4 
2 
l 
1 
5 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Farms 
9 
1 
l 
0 
0 
8 
~ 
1 
4 
l 
l 
0 
Farms 
8 
0 
0 
0 
3 
5 
3 
2 
0 
0 
l 
0 
: 
' . 
' 0 
~/ Individual &e~pondent@ ~ere allowed to give m@&~ than one rea~on foE acreage changeso 
No. of 
Farms 
38 
6 
4 
1 
5 
27 
12 
6 
4 
2 
2 
3 
w 
'Ul 
TABLE VI 
BROOMCORN MARKETIN@ PROBLEMS OF FARMERS SURVEYED IN 
SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
Garvin Area . -~ _ : -~ Grady~McClain Area .. : · Total 
Classification I II : I II 
No. of No. of : No- of No. of : No~ of 
Fanner ti! Farmers . Farmers Farmers: Farmers . 
Total no. of farmers in group : 11 10 . 9 8 : 38 . 
Farmer$ reporting problems . 10 9 : 9 7 : 35 
Types of problems:!/ 
. 
Buyer problem . 9 5 : 3 5 . 22 . 
' Overproduction and low price l 4 . 4 2 : 11 . 
Labor problem : 0 4 . l 0 5 
' '· 
Poor quality b~oomcorn : 0 0 : 2 0 : 2 
Price uncertainty : 0 0 . 0 1 : l 
' 
!_/ Individual re~pondent~ were allowed to state m@'ire than one problem. 
1oZ 
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''Buyer problem" was the most frequent response. It is a general cl.as~ 
sification for a broad range of answers, Growers accused buyers of o:rganiz= 
ing against producers, setting price, forcing farmers to sell, dishonest 
grading, and other practices. Although buyers may have been guilty of sgme 
of these practices, many farmers apparently have made the buyers the 91scape-
goat•1 for market phenomena they do not understand. An example of such phe= 
nomen.a is within=year price variability. Farmers who are unfamiliar with 
the grading system and with supply and d.emand. conditions do not under:&1tand 
why their individual pricH received within a season differ or why the an~ 
nual prices differ. 
Farmers were also asked to state why broomcorn prices fluctuate more 
than prices of other crops, Of the 38 fanners intervieweds 32 stated, 
"supply and/or demand conditicins 0'; seven, 0~buyer influence~u; three, ncgiual 0 
ity changes 91 ; and tW(iJI s 90 locaU:iieid. p:rrnd.uctii:;r1:i. 0f, :Supply and/or dlemand con= 
ditions" seemed to be a st¢:11ck answer, and. re91p,gindenu who gave it appeatire.m 
to possess little real knowledge of underlying factors. 
In general, the results were consistent with the hypothesis th$t f&r= 
mers lack knowledge about the market and problems underlying price varia= 
bility. 
CHAPTER IV 
ADJUSTMENTS OF PRODUCERS 
The chapter begins with a discussion of expected future trends in 
broomcorn price variability and in other aspects of the industry. The 
primary objective of the chapter will be an analysis of adjustments of 
producers. Various theoretical concepts of adjustments will be discussed, 
followed by an analysis of alternatives to broomcorn based on bud.get esti-
mates. The final section of the chapter will contain recommendations of 
adjustments for specific resource situations. 
Factors causing variability in productio~ and the conse~uent p~ice 
variability are expected to remain almtOlst unchanged. in the f@reseeable 
future. These variables were discussed in detail in Chapter XX. Natural 
phenomena, such as rainfall, will continue to cause variation in pr@duc= 
tion. Cyclical f luctuaticons in production., grow:b:ng on1.1t of imperfe<i!t price 
expectations as characterized in the cobweb theoreml are expected t~ con-
tinue as in the past. Thus, there is little prospect for an appreciable 
decline in price variability for several yeal's. 
Oklahoma production is expected to decline to approximately 9p000 
tons per year by 1965, which is about 25 per cent below the past five=year 
average. Farm size in the area is expected to increase approximately 50 
per cent over 1957 levels by 1965. Therefore, despite the decline in 
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production, broomcorn acreage per farm will pt'obably remain about constant 
or increase slightly. The actual number of farms in the area and abio the 
number of farmers producing broomcorn will decline, however. 
Theoretical Concepts of Adjustments 
Theoretical considerations of adjustments to price variability falls 
logically into a framework of risk and uncertainty. Uncertainty, in the 
economic sense, refers to an inability to predict future events. Uncer= 
tainty is a phenomenon of dynamic conditions. 
The role of management under conditions of uncertainty is to (1) for= 
mulate expectations, (2) determine a plan of action, reformulating it, if 
necessary, as the time of action nears, (3) take action, and (4) accept 
responsibility for the action. To perform the first role, formulating 
expectations, the entrepreneur may use one or more ~~ive models to estiQ 
mate future prices or yields, One example of such a model is the use @f 
price last year as a predictor of future prices, 
Assume that the entrepreneur is subjectively certain of an outcome, 
has formulated plans, and has put the plans into operation. Although the 
entrepreneur is completely rational and logical in his!! !,_-q!~ decision» 
the outco~e, when viewed.!! g,os.E,, is likely to involve inefficiency in 
resource use. In the!!.~ sense, the entrepreneur can only e~uate ex= 
pected marginal costs with expected marginal returns. The difficulty is 
further complicated when motives such as stability and survival alter the 
significance of the motive for monetary profits. Thus, the result of un= 
certainty is economic and technical inefficiency in resource use, 
Response by entrepreneurs to risk and uncertainty may take one or 
more of three forms. First» he may avoid the risk @r uncertainty by 
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eliminating the enterprise fri001 the finn. Second, he may transfer s<t»me 
or all of the risk through purchase of insurance. Third, he can accept 
the risk, but reduce the impact of an unfavorable outcome. The latter can 
be accomplished through adjustments in (1) scale, (2) resource selection 
1 
and combination, and (3) enterprise selection and combination, 
Through adjustments in scale, the size @f the nunce,rtain11 enterprhe 
can be reduced relative to the total operation of the firm, and unfavorm 
able outcomes from this enterprise thereby have a smaller effect on total 
farm income. 
Through enterprise selection and combination, flexibility can be in~ 
troduced, allowing adjustments to changing expectations with a minimum 
cost as the date for putting the plan into effect approaches, Figure 8 
illustrates the average=cost curves of a flexible fill','m A and of an in= 
flexible firm B. It is apparent that firm Bis more efficient for output 
from x1 to x2 • -For outputs below x1 er above X,a 1 however, firm A is m@re 
efficient. Firm A illustrates co1t flexibll.U.ty. By selecting enteirprises 
re~uiring short planning and production peri@ds, time flexibility· is 
introduced. 
Average 
Cost 
$ 
B 
1 utput 
Figure 8. Hypothetical Average cost c~rve of a Flexible Firem A 
and an Inflexible Firm B. 
1c, B. Baker, nspeciaU.zation and Dlive:rsifkati@n, Diversificati'°n ,u 
a Response to Unce:!t'tainty00 , _f!'oceedings «:»f R!!Mllearch Conference on Risk ant! 
Uncertainty, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 400 (Fairgo,, North 
Dakota, August, 1955), p. 57, 
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or in yield resulting from a combination of two enterprises is kmJJwn tl(JJ 
2 2 2 2 be~ st ~ s1 + s2 + 2s 1s2r 12 . Therefore, to reduce variance, enter= 
prises with prices or yields negatively correlated should be selected, 
Since prices and also yields are generally positively cor:related between 
enterprises, combinations to reduce variance are difficult to obtain, An= 
ather method of reducing variance is to select "certainn enterprises with 
low variance in yield and price, 
Selecting and combining enterprises to @btain fle:dbiUty 8111d divet'@li .. 
fication may result in inefficiemcy, Enterprises poHeuing greater 1.J11rn= 
certainty may actually give greater incoime iOJVel!:' time, HDweveir, diversifi= 
cation toward complementary or supplementary enterprises may actually in= 
supply curve shifting to the left in the longmrun, If the 1hift i• at a 
constant ra1te, expectations can be formedl with a small margin rQJf eit'll:'@I', 
HiOJwever, if the shift is niOJt gradual, but at a variable rate, expect~ti@~• 
may be inaccurate, 
farmer without subjecting him to undue inst.ability Ol" income variabUU:y, 
Adjustments to meet price variabiU.ty in geneiral inv@lve ,resource and 
enterprise selection to obtain flexibility, d.ive:n::1ific:2ti0ln and p:irnper 
SIC/el, le, 
2 
cf, Earl O, Heady, Economic5l @f Agiricultur,!l),l Pr@ducti@n and Re1gu:rr:ce; 
Use, (New York, 1952), pp, 510=52~, 
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One element of flexibility in broom.corn production= the low ratio of 
fixed cost to variable cost - was discussed in Chapter II. Anoth~r import= 
ant element of flexibility is time. Time flexibility relating to the broom= 
corn enterprise is dependent upon (1) the period within which broom.corn 
acreages can be adjusted to changing expectation and (2) the flexibility of 
competing enterprises. This latter point is illustrated by a farmer who 
is unwilling to plow down a stand of alfalfa to 'increase his broomcorn 
acreage, 
Alternative enterprises may be classified in relation to the flexi= 
bility allowed in broomcorn acreage, In order to make such a classifica= 
tion, it is necessary to know when broomcorn producers determine the numQ 
ber of acres they will plant. 
The survey data indicate that 12 of 17 respondents determined acreage 
size in December or later, The remaining five made the decision before 
December, 
Acreages of annual spring=seeded crops such as corn, spring oats and 
sorghums are not planted when the majority of land use decisions are made. 
Because these acreages can be readily adjusted, they are classified as 
short=run enterprises, Other crops such as winter oats and wheat, seeded 
in the fall before broomcorn acreage plans are made, are classified a~ 
intermediate adjustment enterprises. Crops such as alfalfa, seeded for a 
period of years, are classified as long-run e~terprises, Flexibility ~f 
livestock depends upon the type of organization; however, in general$ the 
livestock enterprise is less flexible than indivi~uai.l c~op ente~prises 
and,therefore, will be classified as .a long=run adjustment, It is ap= 
parent that to maintain flexibility in broomco~n acreage, short~run enter= 
prises should be selected, 
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Through diversification, the b:roomco:rn enterprise can be combined with 
other enterprises to reduce the impact of unfavorable broomcorn prices:, 
Criteria such as 01certaintyu1 and high net returns per acre should. be con= 
sidered in selecting other enterprises. 
Scale adjustments are related to diversification. The impact of un~ 
favorable prices is reduced by decreasing the proportion of income derived 
from broomcorn, The propo:rr:tion can be decreased by increasing the size of 
other enterprises while holding broomcoirn acreage cons:tant 01, by dle.creas~· 
:1.ng the size of the broomco:rn enterprise while holding other enterprises 
at the same size, 
Adjustments to the declining demand for broomcorn involve longQ:run 
decisions. Farmers must choose alternatives which promi:1H11 high returns 
over time, Such factors as soil, capital, uncertainty of the enterp:irit,se, 
and preferences of the fs.rmet· influence the selection. ]'.,t is obvi\Qlus th&JJ.t 
adjustments toward short~run enterprbes to preseirve flexibiU.ty may :run 
counter to long=run adjustments to dee lining dem/llmL 'The:refo:re j it may be 
well to discuss the various adjustments in te:rr:ms of past adjustment~ and 
present resource situations, 
The analysis of Chapter II indic$tres th,;11,t fairme:n~ have Cl(Jlntrdbuted t«i> 
p:rice variability by changing acreage in :response t(o, impe1tfect pll:ke exp@',t 0 ' 
tations, thus, the flexibility which fa:rme:rr:·s have maint~ined fo the: p;ast 
has contld..buted to pr:ilce va·dab:Uity, Ha.d fa1"met'S not posi11His,~ed thll!!'l 
flexibility and had they maintained neairly constant acreage from year t,(()J 
yea:r, price variability would have been reduced, Unless: f.arme:r expectsi= 
tions are improved, they would do well to sacrifice flexibility, and» in 
general, hold broomcorn acreage somewhat constcrmt from year to yeair" 
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Future changes in scale will be sufficient to reduce the impact of 
price fluctuations. If farmers do not increase broomcorn acreage per fam 
and if farm size increases by approximately 50 percent by 1965, farmers 
will be much less dependent upon income from the broomcorn enterprise. 
However, since broomcorn Will be grown on a decreasing proportion of 
total cropland, farmers must be concerned about which crops to plant on 
the larger acreage of cropland per farm. As a guide f@r farmers in enter= 
prise expansion, returns from broomcorn and alternative crops have been 
estimated under normal moisture and yield conditions. 
Budget Analysis 
The procedure used in the budget analysis is explained in Appendix B. 
Table VII contains a summary of returns from the various crops under as= 
sumed yield and price relationships, 
When variable costs are subtracted from gross sales, the remainder 
is an estimate of returns to land, family labor, capital and management. 
These resources are considered fixed, i.e., they cannot be varied in the 
short=run. The cost of fixed resout·ces repre1iuamnts faming expenses of an 
"overhead natureaff, i.e., such expenses do not change with output, Vari= 
able costs refer to farming expenses which do change with output, Only 
variable costs are subtracted from gross returns o.ue to the aHumpti©>n 
that substitution of one alternative for another in the shortQrun will 
affect only variable costs. Hence, knowledge of gross returns and vari-
able costs will give sufficient data to serve as a guide in determining 
which enterprises to expand, 
Returns per acre from alfalfa are considerably higher than fr<001! 
alternative crops (Table VII}, One may well question why farmer~ a~e 
TABLE vu!.1 
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED RETURNS TO LAND, LABOR, CAPITAL AND MANAGEMENT FROM AN ACRE 
OF BROOMCORN AND ALTERNATIVE CROPS GROWN ON Mcl.J\.IN, REINACH AND 
YAHOIA SOILS IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
-~~----~ - -~~--- -Yield Eitimate!l 
A 
Yield Estimate 
B 
Yield Estimate 
C 
(Customary Management : (Good Management) (Farmer Estimate) 
Garvin : Grady=McClain Garvin Gra.dy=McClain Garvin· : Grady=McClain 
Crop : Area : Area. Area : Area Area Area 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Alfalfa 50,55 39,80 
Corn 31.13 22067 
Wheat 22045 16042 
Grain sorghum 24,76 18 .91 
Oats 18059 13.41 
Barley 
Broomcorn 
!,I Summary of Appendix T~bles XII to XXVo 
b/ See Appendix Table X for ~ource~ of yield 
c/ Returns using average price 1953=19560 
§,I Returns using ave~age price of upper two 
!!,I Returns using average price of lower two 
61.51 47041 68068 52055 
60.32 44,81 58 091 43040 
28006 20.02 44014 32.08 
29.68 21.49 28051 20.32 
21.55 14089 20007 13.41 
23,48 16 .i+l 
59 ,5aS/ 37,2s£1 
73 059,~/ 47 ,822,/ 
3801#/ °'2-_JJ_f!I a::;--== Q 
e~timat:.es o 
qu~rtiles (1947 to 1956), 
quartile~ (1947 to 1956), 
~ 
\_Jj 
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not producing more alfalfa in the area, Perhaps land on which high yields 
(such as assumed in the budgets) can be obtained is limited. Also, the 
alfalfa aphid has been a major problem in recent years. The budget is 
computed for "normal°' con.ditions. Since the aphid is considered an "ab-
normal" situation, spraying costs were not included. 
Returns from an acre of corn are approximately equal to broomcorn 
under normal moisture and price conditions (Table VII). Data indicate 
cern acreage has been reduced in the area in recent years, Two primary 
reasons for this are (1) drought conditions and (2) European and South= 
western corn=borer infestation. The area has not been designated as a com= 
mercial corn=growing area; and, therefore, the farmers of this area are 
not eligible for government price supports. 
Wheat returns are generally high, but acreage is limited due to 
government restrictions. A considerable acreage of grain sorghum is grow~ 
in the Grady=McClain area (Table Ill). Although returns from corn are 
higher under normal moisture conditions, data indicate grain sorghum will 
outyield corn en certain soils under low moisture conditions. Because 
grain sorghum is rated nearly as high as corn in feeding value, farmers 
may prefer t~e stability of grain sorghum yields in preference to the 
higher, but more variable, yields of corn. 
Considering the problems of price uncertainty and high cash cost 
inherent in broomcorn production, why do farmers continue to plant l~rge 
acreages when normal returns per acre are no greater than $59,58 and 
$37,28 in the Garvin and Grady=McClain areas, respectively? Disadvantag~s 
of producing alternative crops have already been dbcuued. An(())ther fac~ 
tor may be the nature. of price expectations. The returns of $73.59 and 
$47,82 in the Garvin and Grad.y=McClain areas, irespectively, are examples 
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of returns if the high price corresponding to P1 in the cobweb illustration 
is received (Figure 3). If the expectation were realized, returns would be 
approximately equal to returns from .. alfalfa and would. be considerably high-
er than returns.to other crops budgeted. 
Another factor influencing farmers to plant broomcorn is the high 
l~vel of knowledge they possess of broomcorn production. Thus, farmers 
who use customary management for other crops may be using a good level of 
management for broomcorn. Where this condition exists, the Garvin returlll. 
of $59,58 for broomcorn compares very favorably with Garvin yield estimate 
A (customary management) returns of $50,55 for alfalfa, $31.13 for·corn, 
etc, 
Yet another factor may be the low yield variability of broomcorn 
relative to other crops,. Controlled yield experiments from 1927 to 1955 
at the Southern Great PlainsField Station resulted in a coefficient of 
variation of ,43 in yield of good brush of Black Spanish broomcorn, ,48 
for dwarf yellow milo, and .49 for Sharon k~fir. 3 
The average farm in each group as defined in the preceeding chapter 
appears to possess sufficient flexibility and diversification to meet 
unfavorable broomcorn prices. Farmers of all groups should attempt to 
reduce b:roomcorn acreage variation from year to year. However 3 this is 
particularly true of Grady=McClain Group I where in=and=out character= 
istics are most evident, These farmers especially can increase incl()W~ 
over time by improving ~r~omcorn price.expectations or holding acreage 
con1:rtant. 
3John B. Seiglinger and Robert A. Hunter, Forty=Second Annual Repor~ 
of Sorghum and Broomcorn Investigations, Southern- Great Plains Field Stam 
t:i.on, (Woodward, Oklahoma, 1955), pp. 68, ja an? 81. 
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As farm size increases, managers are concerned with which enter= 
prises to expamL In general, high :retu:rn crops such as alfalfa and C(Q):m 
should be expanded if soil conditions and other factors permito Fa:rme:rs 
of the Grady=McClain area may find grain so:rghum higher and more stable 
in yield than corn, particularly on sandy soils. 
Crop farmers of Group II in the Garvin and Grady=McClain areas may 
adjust by increasing livestock numbers to (1) reduce dependence on cash 
crops, (2) better utilize small grain and non=cropland pastures, and (3) 
make fuller use of available labor, 
The foregoing statements have not supplied sufficient infoK'mati«:m 
for the individual farmer to make necessary adjustments on any given 
farm, Farmers need to appraise alternatives on a continuing basis through 
budgeting analysis to determine proper adjustments, Such analysis can be 
of an informal type. If possible, however, the fairmer should make a c:om= 
plete budget analysis of his farm, 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two hypotheses were evaluated as sources of the high degree of annual 
price variation for broomcorn. The first hypothesis stated that unusual~ 
ly high fluctuations have resulted from an inelastic demand for broomcorn 
in the farmer=dealer market. The second hypothesis stated that the varia-
bility arises from cyclical fluctuations in ~uantity supplied as explained 
by the cobweb theorem. 
To evaluate the two hyp~theses, demand and supply were analyzed. 
Demand was estimated, using price as a function of production, income and 
vacuum cleaner production. In estimating supply, acres planted was con= 
sidered a function of prices received by farmers for broomcorn last year, 
opportunity cost of producing other crops last year, yield of broomcorn 
last year, and time, 
The estimated price elasticity of demand (-1.10) indicated demand is 
not highly inelastic at the farm level. Therefore, the first hypothesis 
was rejected, and the second hypothesis was examined as a source of the 
variation, About half of the annual variation in acres of broomcorn 
planted in Oklahoma was explained by price,opportunity cost, and yield 
variables in the preceeding year, Also, the survey data indicated the 
majority ef the farmers who decreased acreage of broomcorn in 1956 did so 
because of price and yield conditions in 1955, This behavior of fanners 
gives rise to cyclical fluctuations in production, Thus, the second 
hypothesis was accepted as a major source of the unusually high price 
variation. 
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The broomco:rn industry has also been cha:.rracterized. by a long=run de= 
c line in consumption and pr<e»ductfon of bruish, An&ilysis: of supply and de= 
mand revealed that supply has decreased, although the demand schedule has 
shifted to the right through time. Factors such as the reduced cost of 
harvesting competing crops to broomcorn and increased costs of producing 
broomcorn (increase in real wages with no reduction in labor reqiuirements) 
have contributed to the reduction in supply, 
Future adjustments by farmers to price variability and to the decline 
in consumption and production of broomcorn may take several fo:nns, Far= 
mers ~s a group could :reduce annual price variation by holding acreage 
more nearly constant from year to year, They could reduce the impact of 
a given amount of broomcorn price variability upon their tQtal farm in~ 
comes by1 (1) reduction in the proportion of cropland per farm in broom= 
corn through expansion in farm size without a corresponding expansion in 
the b:roomcorn enterprise or (2) reduction in broomcorn acreage per falrn.l 
through diversion of some land now used for broomcorn production to more 
stable enterprises, 
Farmers might well sacrifice some flexibility and adjust toward l@ng0 
term, high=return enterprises such a.s livestock and alfalfa, On the bag;:ic,; 
of budget estimates for the broomc@rn prod~cing areas in southcent~al 
Oklahoma, expansion of the corn and alfalfa acreage appears promi~ing, 
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APPENDIX A 
SURVEY OF BROOMCORN PRODUCTION AND MU\RKEIING 
How many crops of broomcorn have you grown in the past 5 years? 
~----(If none, don't take the schedule from the farmer) 
l. When did you make up your mind to plant (not pl&lmt) this year's crop 
of broomcorn? Month 
------
2. What were the main reasons for your deciding to plant (not plant) 
Is this more or less broomcorn than you planted last year? More 
~-~= 
Same Why did you plant this acreage? 
~-------
3. If you couldlnit grow broomcorn what would you consider growing on the 
land? 
Grain sorghum: 
Corn 
Sma 11 grain 
Alfalfa 
Broomcorn 
alternative rank 
Expectedl no1nnal: Fertilizer practic§:':Sl. 
_yield per acre Kindl lbs,~acre 
4 •. In your opinion,what are the broomcorn m~rketing problems in thi~ are~? 
5. Do you think the grading system used by the buyer is sati$facto:ry to· 
If no, 
what improvement d.o you think should be: made in the grading :system? 
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Appendix A (Continued) 
6. Why do you think broomcorn prices go up and down more than the price of 
7, Have you ever stored broomcorn? Yes 
~~=-
If no, what 
are the reasons you didn't store broomcorn? 
~-~~~~~~~~~~~-
If yes, what was the period of time that you stored? From To 
---
How did storing affectz Weight Quality 
~---~- -~-~-
Price 
-----
How much money did you gain or lose per ton by storing? 
8. At the present operating cost, what price of broomcorn do you feel you 
need to continue growing broomcorn? $ per ton 
What price of broomco:rn do you need to break even on costs? 
Land Operated, 1956 
Acres Acres Acres Total 
owned rented in rented out acres 
Cropland 
Open pasture 
Other land 
Total 
Use of Cropland, 1956 
Acres Acres Acres Total 
crop owned rented in rented out acres 
Appendix A (Continued) 
Operators Livestock, 1956 
:Number . . 
Kind :Jan. 1, 1956 : Now 
. : 
' Works tock . . . . 
' ,, . 
Milk cows : ; 
. : . 
Other dair.y ': ' . 
. 
~-. ; 
Beef cows : ' ,, 
: : 
Other beef : : 
. : . 
Sows : ; 
: : 
Other hogs : : 
Machinery owned 
Item No, Model or kind 
Tractor 
Plows 
Etc. 
Building Facilities 
Size {'I'ons) 
Shed (broomcorn) 
Number of Slats 
: 
Kind : 
: 
Ewes : 
Other : 
sheeo : 
: 
Goats ' . 
Laying ' . 
hens : 
Other . . 
chickens • .
. : 
Other : 
. 
. 
. 
.. 
Size 
Age 
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Number ' . 
Jan. l, 1956: Now 
: 
' . 
. 
. 
: 
. 
• 
' . 
: ...... 
. 
. 
; 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
Year 
Approximate replace-
ment cost 
·1£ rented, explain agreement (who bought ~nd keeps up slats, terms on 
Appendix A (Continued) Growing Harvesting Marketing 
Production Practices Crop Year: 
Operation Date Crew men Acres per : Times : Labor per 
10 hr. day: over : acre, man 
MateriaTs'' and suppli'es ::Wages· or 
Total : No. of men 
over 16 yrs. 
Kind : Quantity : ctt~tom 
Plow 
Seedbed 
preearation 
Other 
.eractices : 
1. Cost per ton to put on the slats? (Harvesting Cost) 
2. 
$~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
How many members of the family help with the harvest? 
Normal 
year 
Low 
Expected Yield 
Moisture Level 
Average High 
Record of Production and Marketing Practices and Prices 
, ; hrs. ,: 
Planting 
1. 
:a. 
. 
.. 
Crop Rotation 
1956 1955 
rate 
1954 1953 1952 1951 
: : Row : Fertilizer practices : Yield per ~Date :Date: :Pla.ce: : Price 
Year : Acres: variety: spacing : Kind : Amt. pe:1s acre acre · :harve$:ted:sold:Buyer:sold:Gr'ade:per ton 
1926 
' : 
Etc, 
l. Were you a member of the broomcorn association which was formed some years ago? Yes No Why do you 
think it failed? ~- ~ 
~. Do you think a broomcorn g:rower~ 9 association would be helpful in the marketing problem? Yes No 
Don°t know~. Xf ye1, what ~re the main thing~ it could do in helping market broomcorn? ~ 
\JI 
0\ 
APPENDIX B 
BUDGET PROCEDURE 
In the survey of 38 broomcorn producers taken in July 1956, farmers 
were asked to rank various alternative crops, in order of preference, to 
be grown on land on which broomcorn is normally grown , The response ob-
t ained served as the basis for selecting the crops to be singled out for 
a part i al budget analysis, 
Data needed to complete the budget analysis were obtained from 
several sources including college specialists, t echnical publications, 
county agents, and farmer surveys , 
Input Data 
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Because preharvest operations did not differ markedly between the 
Garvin and Grady-McClain areas, a single, typical set of operations was 
compiled for each crop (Appendix Tables IV to JCX). By using the "typical0~ , 
some operations not performed by a majority of t he farmers were omit ted, 
Using broomcorn as an example, operations involving t he disk plow, one -way, 
hoeme and knifer (go-devil) were omitted, However, because many of t hese 
minor operations are substitutes for major operations, total time require -
ments and costs are not changed by an apprec i able amount. 
Only a small percentage of t he farmers 1urveyed posseeaed major har~ 
vesting machinery (Appendix ·Table I). Therefore, all major harvesting 
operations were computed as being cus tom hired. 
Few farmers used .fertilizer in 1956 , Crops in the area do not respond 
well to fertilizer in years of low moisture, and after a series of drought 
years such as preceded 1956, most farmers had discontinued using fertilizer. 
To sustain high yields over a period of years, however, fertilizer is essen= 
tial. One of the costs of producing a high soil nutrient-consuming crop such 
as alfalfa is the cost of replacing nutrients removed from the soil. A level 
of fertilizer application sufficient to maintain yield levels indicated in 
Appendix Table Xis included in the budgets. Fertilizer is not included in 
the customary level of management, however, 
Output Data 
1 The Cleveland County Soil Survey report on McLain, Reinach and Yahol~ 
soils was used to obtain the A and B yield estimates. The modal yield esti-
mate of the three soils was used. Where a mode dlid not exist, a simple 
average was used. The C yield levels are based on estimates made by far= 
m.ers during the survey. The figure is baSJedl upon normStl moisture conditi((l)nrs 
on soil where broomcorn is generally grown. Because the relationship between 
yields is as important as yield levels, adjustments of farmer estimates were 
made to obtain the proper relationship, To accomplish this, yield data from 
secondary sources were secured for the three crounties for the period frQJm 
1946 to 1951. The average yields of the three counties were divided into 
the average of farmer estimates for Garvin County. Garvin estimates were 
used because of the larger number of responses, After dividing, the median 
quotient was selected and was multt.iplied by the county averages from se~@itMlt= 
ary sources to obtain the C=yield estimates for the Garvin area. The actual 
farmer estimates were used for corn, wheat and broomcorn, 
1-7. H. Buckhannan., pp, 60-61. 
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A comparison between Garvin and Gracly-McClain farmer yield estimates 
revealed the latter estimates to be approximately 80 per cent of the fol'= 
mero Thus, to compute the yield estimates for the Gra~y=McClain area, .80 
was multiplied by the Garvin estimateso 
All prices, with the exception of alfalfa and broomcorn, are the sim= 
ple past four-year (1953=1956) average prices received by Oklahoma farmers 
for the various crops, An even number was used because of the two=year 
production cycle of broomcorno 
Alfalfa prices appeared to be abnormally high, Due to high transpor= 
tation costs, alfalfa prices are raised more than grain prices during p~ri= 
ods of drought and conse~uent short supply, such a~ occurred during several 
of the past years, To compute a normal price, simple averages were obtain= 
ed of prices paid by farmers in the nation for alfalfa for the period from 
I) 
1946 to 1950 and from 1953 to 1956,~ Also, the average price received by 
Oklahoma farmers for baled alfalfa from 1946 to 1950 was computed, Since 
it wa:s desired to determine an Oklahoma price :fl0lr the 1953 to 1956 pedod 
which bore the same relationship to the United States pric~ as existed 
during the normal period from 1946 to 1950, the following formula was u~edg 
Oklahoma price (1946=5.21~ ~ Estimated normal Oklahom~ 
Uo S, price (1946=50) U, S, price 
dee 1953=56) 
~ ( 1953=5 ,} 
J.24,61 7 .,, Estimated Oklahoma p:rice $32,75 $33,43 
Estimated normal Oklahoma price (1953-56) ~ $25,12 per ton, 
Prices received for broomcorn by farmers in the Linds~y area average 
higher than state prices due to ~uality differences, A survey conducted 
2rrices received by farmers for alfalfa were not available, 
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of buyers in the spring of 1957 revealed buyers estimated Lindsay broomcorn 
to be worth $82 more per ton than brush produced in Colorado, Kansas, Texas 
and New Mexico, Therefore, to determine the Garvin area price, $82 was add-
ed to the 1953 to 1956 average price received for broomcorn by farmers in 
the above-mentioned states, The Grady-McClain area produces broomcorn of 
lower quality. The Grady-McClain price was set below the Garvin price by 
the same proportion as existed in 1955, a year for which actual prices 
received by surveyed farmers was computed. 
The above method was modified to compute two additional broomcorn price 
estimates. The cobweb theorem indicates farmers form price expectations ef 
a bimodal nature over time. Thus, instead of an average price, they expect 
a high and low price alternate years, depending upon last year 0 s price. 
The higher price {Garvin, $457) estimate conforming to price P1 of Figure 3 
was found by computing the mean of the upper two ~uartiles of prices re= 
ceived for the period from 1947 to 1956. The lower price (Garvin, $333) 
was found by computing the mean of the lower two ~uartiles. 
Prices and yields are for normal conditions. Farmers may substitute 
their own prices and yields for individual conditions. 
APPENDIX TABLE I 
NUMBER OF FARMERS OWNING HARVESTING 
MACHINES ON FARMS SURVEYED 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKIAHOMA 
Machine 
Total number of farmers 
al -No. of farmers surveyed who own:-
Combine 
Cornpicker 
Baler, pickup 
Broomcorn thresher (seeder) 
Broomcorn baler 
Garvin 
area 
21 
7 
5 
10 
9 
1 
Grady~McClain 
area 
17 
5 
4 
5 
1 
2 
~/ Farmers who owned one-half interest were computed as full owners. 
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APPENDIX TABLE II 
VARIABLE COST PER HOUR TO OPERATE FARM MACHINES 
:Repairs : : . : total :Total 
' 
:percent: Repair : No. days ~Repair :Cost of lu- variable:variable 
Machine (Typical) : Size 
:New 1:of newb/: cost : operatedb/in cost :brication: cost per:cost per 
:price! :price=: per year: per yea:r-:per hour :per hour : hour :hour with 
: t·ractor 
Dollars Percent Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dolla~ 
Tractor, row crop 2 plow 2350 3,5 82.25 86 010 .02 .12 ,55£1 
Plow, mold board 2-14 inch 300 7 21.00 20 .11 .02 .13 .68 
Harrow, disk, tandem 7 foot 235 3 7.05 14 ,05 ,03 .08 .63 
Harrow, spiketooth 3 section 95 1 ,95 11 .01 .01 ,02 ,57 
Harrow, springtooth 2 section 90 1 .90 11 .01 .01 ,02 ,57 
Lister, with planter 2 row 3.30 5 16,50 13 .13 ,02 .15 ,70 
DX'ill 10 foot 500 1.5 7.50 10 ,08 .03 .11 .66 
Cultivator 2 !':OW 285 3.5 9.98 14 ,01 .02 .09 .64 
Rake 10 foot 400 2 8.00 10 .08 .02 .10 .6<fo.l 
Mower 7 foot 300 3,5 10.50 10 .11 ,02 . 1.3 .6#/ 
!_/ Source: carol Rickst:t:'ew, (farm eauipment company, 500 E.flst 12th, StiUwateir, Oklahoma), and r1Agiricultuiral 
Price~n, United Sta.te!!ll Department of Agl!;'i<:Jl..iltu:re, Ag:rd.cultu:ral Marketing Service, Cr_op Reporting Boaird, 
(Wa$hington 25, I>.C., Octobe:r 15, 1956), p. 30. 
'J!,/ Sourcez Fo C. Fenton and G, E, F~i:rbankl:3, The Cost of Using Farm Machinery, Engineering Experiment Station 
Bulletin 74 (Kansas State College, September 1, .1954), pp o 13 and 24, 
;!;,/ See Appendix ?able III, 
§,/ Tractor co~t $,50/houir due to :reduced fuel consumption, 
Ri 
Item 
Gasoline 
Oil 
Lubrication 
Total variable cost per hour 
APPENDIX TABLE III 
VARIABLE COST PER HOlJR 
TO OPERATE TRACTOR~ 
41,60 
860 hr:s, /yr, 
Cost pei1 
houi:r = 
.02 
0 10 
!I Source of oil, lubrication and repair estimates: F, C. Fenton ~nd G. E, 
Fairbanks, The Cost of Using Farm Machiner.JL, Engineering Experiment 
Station Bulletin 74) Kansas State College (Mainh!,ttt.smJ Kansais) Septembeir 
1) 1954), p, 24 and 25, 
b/ Source of gasoline, oil and grease pricesi Farmers Co=op Incorporated, 
- (~3 North Main Street, Stillwater, Oklahoma), 
Operation!./ 
Plow, moldboard 
Size of 
equipment 
2-14 inch 
Harrow, disk, tandem 7 foot 
Harrow, springtooth 2 section 
Harrow, spiketooth 3 section 
Drill 10 foot 
Total 
APPENDIX TABLE IV 
TYPICAL PREHARVEST OPERATIONS, TIME REQUIREMENTS 
AND COSTS OF PRODUCING AN ACRE OF ALFALFA 
~ . 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKI.AROMA 
Timesb/: Acres per 
over=: lO=hour day 
l 
3 
3 
2 
l 
8.5 
20 
30 
45 
25 
Time c/g Total time: 
per acre=: per acre 
~ Hours =-'== 
1.18 1.18 
.50 1.50 
.33 1.00 
,22 .44 
.40 .40 
4.52 
cost of 
operationd/: 
p_er hour=: 
·Dollars· 
.68 
.63 
.57 
.57 
.66 
Cost of 
operation 
p_er acre 
Dollanr 
.80 · 
.95 
,57 
.25 
.26 
~L83 
a/ Source of typical operations and times over data~ Wesley Chaffin, Agronomist, United States Department 
= of Agriculture, Agricultural Extension Service, (Stillwater, Oklahoma). 
b/ The preharvest operations listed above are performed only when alfalfa is seeded, i.e., approximately 
= once per five years, 
£I Does not include time for se~vicing, 
!/ See Appendix Table II, 
lS-' 
APPENDIX TABLE V 
TYPICAL PREHARVEST OPERATIONS, TIME REQUIREMENTS 
AND COSTS OF PRODUCING AN ACRE OF lROOMCORN 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA!. 
: : : Total : cost of : cosf-0£ 
Size of b/g Times g Acres per Time I time : operationd/: operation 
Operation : equipment= g over lO~hour day per acre£ : per acre : per hour - : per acre 
Stalk cutter 2 row 
Plow, moldboard 2-14 inch 
Lister 2 row 
Harrow, disk, tandem 1 foot 
Harrow, spiketooth 3 section 
Planter, lister 2 row 
Cultivator 2 row 
Total 
1 
1 
1.4 
L2 
1.3 
1.3 
3.4 
40 
8.5 
18 
~o 
45 
15 
iO 
Hours Hours· Dollars Dollars 
.25 
1.18 
.56 
,50 
.22. 
.67 
,50 
. ,25 
1.18 
,78 
.60 
.29 
.87 
l. 70 
5,67 
,55 
.68 
,70 
.6.3 
.57 
,70 
.64 
014 
,80 
.55 
.38 
.17 
.61 
1.09 
3.74 
!,I Source of data: Survey of 38 Garvin, Grady and McClain county broomcorn producers in August, 1956. 
E/ Typical set of equipment, 
£/ Does not include time for servicing, 
fl,/ See Appendix Table II, 
O'\ 
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APPENDIX TABLE VI 
TYPICAL PREHARVES'l' OPERATIONS, TIME REQUIREMENTS 
AND COSTS OF PRODUCING AN ACRE OF CORN 
IN. SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
Total : Cost of : Cost of 
I : Size of b/: Times : Acres per : Time I : time : operationd/: operation 
Operation.! : et!luipment=: over 10-hour day :. per acre£ : per acre : per hour - :· per acre 
Hours Hours Dollars Dollars 
Plow, mold board 2-14 inch 1 8.5 1.18 1.18 .68 .80 
Harrow, disk, tandem 7 foot 1.4 S?O .50 .10 .63 .44 
Harrow, spiketooth 3 section 1.3 45 ,22 .29 ,57 017 
Plant, lister 2 row 1.0 15 .67 .61 .70 .47 
Cultivate 2 row 3.0 20 .50 1.50 .64 .96 
Total 4.34 2.84. 
Source of operation and times over data: Crop Production Practices, F.M. 92, U. S, Department of Agriculture, !,I 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics (Washingtoni5, D, C., January 1953), pp. 54 and 55 . 
.!?,/ Typical set of e~uipment. 
E,I Does not include time for servicing. 
d/ See Appendix Table II. 
G\ 
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APPENDIX TABLE VII 
TYPICAL PREHARVEST OPERATIONS, TIME REQUIREMENTS 
AND COS'l'S OF PRODUCING AN ACRE OF WHEAT 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKIAHOMA 
Total : Cost of x Cost of 
. a/ : Size of b/: Times : Acres per : Time c/ : time operationd/: operation 
Operat1on= : equipment= : ove:i: l0°hour day: per acre=" : per acre : per hour - -: per· acre 
Hours Hours Dollars Dollars 
Plow, moldboard 2-14 inch 1.0 8.5 1.18 1.18 .68 .80 
Harrow, disk, tandem 7 foot 1.3 20 .50 .65 .63 .41 
Harrow, spiketooth 3 section 1.4 45 .22 .31 ,57 .18 
Seed, drill 10 foot 1.0 25 .40 .40 .66 .26 
Total 2.54 1.65 
~/ ·Source of operations and times over data: c~op Production Practices, F. M. 92, United States Department 
of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics (Washington 25, D. c., January 1953), pp. 204 and 205. 
b/ Typical set of equipment, 
s,,/ Does not include tim~ for servicing. 
~/ See.Appendix Table II. 
0\ 
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APPENDIX TABLE VIII 
TYPICAL PREHARVEST OPERATIONS, TIME REQUIREMENTS 
AND COSTS OF PRODUCING AN ACRE OF GRAIN SORGHUM 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKIAHOMA 
Total Cost of g Cost of 
0 . a/ Eerat1.on= 
Size of b/ i Times Acre J}er :Time .;i time : operationd/: operation 
equipment= over : lO=hour day gper acr~: per acre ~ per hour-: per acre 
Plow, moldboard :2-14 inch 1 
Harrow, disk, tandem 7 foot 1.5 
Harrow, spiketooth 3 section 1.5 
Plant, lister 2 row l 
Cultivatot' 2 row 2.5 
Total 
~/ Source of ~pet'ation and times over data; 
1956. 
~/ Typical set of e~uipment. 
£/ Does not include time for ~e&vicing. 
9;/ See Appendix T~ble II, 
Hours Hours Dollars Dollars 
8.5 . 1.18 1.18 .68 ,80 
20 ,50 . 75 .63 .47 
45 ,22 ,33 .57 , 19 
15 .67 ,67 .70 ,47 
~o .50 1.25 .64 .80 
4. 18 2.73 
Survey of 22 Caddo County grain sorghum producers in August, 
O'\ 
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APPENDIX TABLE IX 
TYPICAL PREHARVEST OPERATIONS, TIME REQUIREMENTS AND 
COSTS OF PRODUCING AN ACRE OF OA'lB AND BARLEY 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKIAHOMA 
: Total : Cost of : cost of 
. a/ Siz~ of b/ : Times : Acres per : Time c/ : time : operationd'/: operation 
Operat:i.on= i equ:ipment= : over 10-hour day g per acre"'"" per acre : per hour = : per a·cre 
Hours Hours Dollars· Dollars 
Plow, moldboard 2-14 inch 1.0 8.5 1.18 1.18 .68 .80 
Harrow, disk, tandem 7 foot 1.1 20 .50 .55 .63 .35 
Harrow, spiketooth 3 section 1.4 45 .22 ,31 ,57 018 
Seed, drill lO foot 1.0 25 .40 .40 .66 .26 
Total 2.44 1.59 
a/ Source of operations and times over datai Cr~p Production Practices, F. M. 92, United States Department 
= of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics (Washington 25, D, C., January 1953), pp. 130 and 131. 
'J!/ Typical set of equipment. 
£,I Does not .include time for servicing. 
~/ See Appendix Table II. 
O'\ 
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APPENDIX TABLE X 
ESTIMATED YIELD PER ACRE OF BROOMCORN AND ALTERNATIVE CROPS ON McLAIN, RE!NACH AND YAROLA 
SOILS IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKI.AROMA 
I 
Soil Survey Yield Estimates~/ 
-b:r--
Farmer Yield Estimates-' 
A£_/ d/ B= 
Garvin Grady= Garvin 
area McClain area 
area 
Alfalfa (tons) 3.0 2,4 4.0 
Corn (bushel) 28 22 55 
Wheat (bushel) 15 12 20 
Grain sorghum(bushel) 27 :22 35 
Oats (bushel) 35 28 45 
Barley (bushel) 
Bl'oomcorn (tons) 
-
Grady= 
McClain 
area 
3.2 
44 
16 
28 
36 
(adjusted) · 
Garvin 
area 
4.4 
54 
28 
34 
43 
35 
.286 
C ,. ,-·· 
Grady 0 
McClain 
ar·ea 
3.5 
43 
22 
27 
34 
28 
.229 
!.I Source~ W. H. Buckhannan, Soil Survey, Cleveland County, Oklahoma, United States Department of Agri= 
culture, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, (October 1954), pp, 60 and 61. 
'J!./ Source: Survey of 38 farmers conducted in southcentral Oklahoma during July 1956. 
£,I A estimate for customary management 
2,/ B estimate for good management, 
-J 
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APPENDIX 'TABLE XI 
FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN HIGH YIELDS ON MclAIN, REINACH 
AND YAHOLA SOILS IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKI.AROMA 
Fertilizer Application!/ 
Frequency of 
71 
Cro:e Ae:eHcation Kind Amount Cost :eer b/ cwt.-
Lbs. Dollars 
Alfalfa Annual 0-45-0 150 3,75 
Once per 
three yrs, 0-0-60 100 a.50 
Corn Annual 6 cl 1 =20=~ 200 4.44 
Broomcorn Annual 16~~w,.,o 100 4,44 
Wheat Annual 16=20=0 100 4.44 
Grain sorghum Annual 16=20-0 100 4.44 
Barley Annual 16=20=0 100 4.44 
Oats Annual 16=20=0 100 4.44 
!,I Source: Soil and Cro:e Factors for Fertilizer Recommendations 1951 
Mimeographed Circular M=282, Department of Agronomy, Oklahoma State 
University, (Stillwater, Oklahoma, November, 1956), 
bl Source: Ahrberg Milling Company, (512 E. lath Street, Stillwater 
Oklahoma.) . 
E./ 10=20-10 may be substituted for 16=20-0 under certain conditicms, 
The cost of 10-20-10 is $4, 18 per cwt, Thi:s substitution may be made 
whenever 16-20-0 appears in the table, 
APPENDIX TABLE XII 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF ALFALFA 
GROWN ON MclAIN, REINACH AND YAHOLA SOILS 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OK.LAHOMA 
(Garvin Area) 
Item Cost per acre 
Dollars 
Preharvest Cost 
Seed and treatment 18 lbs. at $.23/lb./5 yrs. 
Machinery r'pair, gas, oil, lubrication $2.83/5 
Fertilizer£ 150 lbs, 0-45-0 at $3.75/cwt, 
A 
a/ .83 
yrs,- ,57 
B and C 
.83 
,57 
100 lbs. 0-0-60 at $2.50/cwt./3 yrs. 
cost of application (with grain drill fertilizer 
attachment) 
TOTAL PREHARVEST COST 
Harvest Cost 
Mow (4 cuttings) .29 hrs~/acre at $,63/hr. 
Rake ,25 hrs,/acre at $.60/hr, 
Baling $.16 bale (custom)£/ 
Hauling $.08/bale (custom) 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable Cost 
Price Gross Less 
5.63 
.83 
.26 
1.40 8.12 
A B C 
,73 ,73 ,73 
.60 · .60 .60 
14.72 19 .68 21.60 
7,36 9.84 10.80 
23.41 30.85 33,73 
24.81 38.97 41.85 
Returns to land, Yield · d/ Yield 
estimate- per acre Unit per unit returns va:dable labol!.", capital 
. per acre costs and management 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
A 3 ton 25, 12 75,36 24.81 50,55 
B 4 ton 25, 12 100.48 38,97 61.51 
C 4.4 ton 25,12 llO. 53 41.85 68.68 
!,I See Appendix Table IV . 
.2,/ ASC payments may reduce fertilizer costs. See Appendix table XI for 
fertilizer application, 
~/ Source of all baling, combining and cornpicking rates~ E, A, Tucker, 
Odell L. Walker and D. B. Jeffrey, Custom Rates for Farm Operations in 
Oklahoma, Experiment Station Bulletin No. B-413, Oklahoma State 
·. University (Stillwater, Oklahoma, July, 1956). 
2:,/ A, customary management; B, good management; and c, farmer estimate, 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIII 
. ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROMAN ACRE 
OF BROOMCORN GROWN ON McIAIN, REINACH AND YAHOLA SOILS 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Garvin Area) 
Item 
Preharvest cost 
Seed and treatment 2.5 lbs. at $.25/lba/ 
Machinery repair, gas, oil, lubrication-
Fertilizer 100 lbs. 16-20-0 at $4.44/cwt. 
Cost 
per acre 
Dollars 
TOTAL PREHARVEST COST 
$ .63 
3,74 
4.44 
$ 8.81 
b/ Harvest Cost-
. Cutting 
Hauling in 
Threshing 
,286 tons at 93,91 hrs./ton ($1.00/hr.) 
.286 tons at 13.50 hrs./ton 
Labor ,286 tons at 26.69 hrs./ton 
Machine (seeder) .286 tons at $10.00/ton 
Baling c/ 
Labor and machine- ,286 tons at $16,85/ton 
Wir~/ ,286 ton at $1.50/ton 
Hauling to market .286 ton at $3,75/ton 
26.86 
3.86 
7.63 
2.86 
4.65 
Machinery repairs, gas, oil, lubrication 2 hrs./acre at $,47/hr. 
.43 
1.07 
.94 
$48.30 
57. ll 
Yield Yield Price 
estimate.!/ per acre Unit per unit 
Dollars 
C .286 ton 408 
(ton/3.5 acres) 
457!/ .286 ton 
,286 ton 33F1 
!./ See Appendix Table V. 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable Cost 
Gross Less 
returns variable 
per acre costs 
. Dollars Dollars 
116.69 57.11 
130,70 57, ll 
95,24 57, 11 
Returns to 
land, labor, 
capital and 
management 
Dollars 
59,58 
73,59 
38.13 
kl Harvest cost per ton may deviate considerably from this estimate, depend-
ing on yield, stand, etc. 
£I usual custom rate $3,25 per bale for machine and labor. Assume 400 lbs./ 
bale, 
E:.I Wire cost $.30 per bale. 
,!I c, farmer estimate, 
!I Average price of upper two quartiles ($457) and of lower two quartiles 
($333), 1947 to 1956. 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIV 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF CORN 
GROWN ON McIAIN, REINACH AND YAHOIA SOILS IN 
SOUTHCENTRAt·· ,OKIAHOMA 
(Garvin Area) 
Item 
:!"·· P:tl\}ia_tyastt·,,·Ct)t1.t'.ft8,·<~ ,, ,. .. ... . . 
-·· .. ,;cS'ee·a:and i:reatiaeff1t"f.1bs. at $ .18/lb. I 
Machinery repair, gas, oil and lubrication~ 
Fertilizer 200 lb. 16-20-0 at $4.44/cwt. 
A 
1.20 
2.8-4 
TOTAL PREHARVEST COST 4.10 
Harvest Cost 
Picking (custom) 
Hauling (cu~tom) $.05/bu. 
Yie~d b/ Yield 
estimate- Eer acre Unit 
A 28 bu. 
B 55 bu. 
C 54 bu, 
!,I See Appendix Table VI . 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Totalvariable dost 
Gross 
Prj.ce returns 
eer unit eer acre 
Dollars Dollars 
1.46 40.88 
1.46 80.30 
1.46 78,84 
A 
4.25 
1.40 
5 .-65 
9.75 
· Less 
variable 
costs 
Dollars 
9,75 
19 .98 
19 .93 
Cost per ,acre .. " 
Dollars. 
B 
4.25 
2c;75 
7.00 
19.98 
Band C 
1.26 
2.84 
8.88 
12.98 
C 
4.25 
2,70 
6.95 
19 .93 
Returns to land, 
labor, capital 
and management 
Dollars 
31.13 
60.32 
58.91 
.!?/ A, customary management; B, good management; c, farmer estimate. 
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APPENDIX TABLE XV 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF WHEAT 
GROWN ON McLAIN, REINACH AND YAHOIA SOILS 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Garvin Area) 
Item 
Preharvest cost 
Seed and treatment 1 bu. at $2,05/bu. I 
Machinery repair, gas, oil, lubrication.! 
Fertilizer 100 lbs. 16~20-0 at $4.44/cwt. 
Harvest Cost 
Combining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $,05/bu. 
Yield 
TOTAL PREHARVEST COST 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable Cost 
Gross 
Price returns Yield b/ 
estimate- per acre Unit per unit per acre 
Dollars Dolla11:s 
A 15 bu. 2.06 30.90 
B 20 bu. 2.06 41.80 
C 28 bu. 2.06 57.68 
!,/ See Appendix Table VII. 
cost per acre 
Less 
A 
2.05 
1.65 
A 
4.00 
.75 
variable 
costs 
Dollars 
8.45 
13.14 
13.54 
Dollars 
B 
4.00 
1.00 
5.00 
13.14 
Band C 
1iL05 
1.65 
4.44 
8.14 
C 
4.00 
1.40 
5.40 
13.54 
Returns to land, 
labor, capital 
and mana!ement 
Dolla1rs 
22.45 
28,06 
44.14 
!!,I A, customary management; B, good management; c, farmer estimate. 
APPEND IX 'l'AlBLE XVI 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF GRAIN SOR-
GHUM GROWN ON McIAIN, REINACH AND YAHOIA SOILS 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Garvin Area) 
Item 
Preharvest Cost 
Seed and treatment 4,5 lbs. at $.023/lba/ 
Machinery repair, gas, oil, lubrication-
Fertilizer 100 lbs. 16-20-0 at $4.44/cwt. 
TOTAL PREHARVEST COST 
Harvest Cost 
Combining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $.05/bu, 
Yie~d b/ Yield 
est l.llla t e-- 2er acre Unit 
A 27 bu. 
B 35 bu, 
C 34 bu, 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable Cost 
Gross 
Price returns 
2er unit ee:r ac:re 
Dollars Dollars 
1.22 ,32.94 
1.22 42,70 
1.22 41.48 
!,I See Appendix Table VIII. 
Less 
variable 
Cti:l>StS 
Dollars 
8, 18 
13.02 
12.97 
~/ A, customary; B, good management; c, fanner estimate, 
cost per acre 
Dollars 
A 
.10 
2,73 
2,83 
A 
4.00 
1.35 
5,35 
8, 18 
Band C 
.10 
2,73 
4.44 
B 
4,00 
C 
4,00 
1.75 
5,75 
13.02 
1.70 
5,70 
12.97 
Returns to land, 
labor, capital 
and manaaement 
Dollars 
24.76 
29.68 
as,51 
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APPENDIX TABLE XVII 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF BARLEY 
GROWN ON Mc IAIN, REINACH AND YAHOLA SO!l..S 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Garvin Area) 
Item 
Preharvest Cost 
Seed and treatment 2 bu. at $.92/bu, · I 
Machinery repair, gas, oil and lubrication! 
Fertilizer 100 lbs. 16~ao-o at $4.44/cwt. 
H,arvest Cost 
Combining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $.05/bu, 
Yield b Yield 
estimate.,.;./ per acre Unit: 
C 35 bu. 
f!I See-Appendix Table IX. 
~/ C, farmer estimate. 
TOTAL PREHARVEST COST 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total Variable cost 
Gross Less 
Price returns variable 
Eer unit per acre costrs 
Dollars Dollars Dollal!:'s 
1.06 37010 13'.62 
Cost 
per acre 
Dollars 
C 
1.84 
1.59 
4.44 
7,87 
:B 
4.00 
1.75 
Returns to land, 
labor, capital 
and manasement 
Dollan 
2.3.48 
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APPENDIX TABLE XVIII 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF OATS 
GROWN ON McI.AIN, REINACH AND YAHOLA SOILS 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Garvin Area) 
Item 
Preharvest Cost 
Seed and treatment 8 bu, at $.86/bu, I 
Machinery repair, gas, oil, lubrication! 
Fertilizer 100 lbs. 16=ao-o at $4,44/cwt, 
TOTAL PREBARVEST COST 
Harvest cost 
Combining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $.05/bu. 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total Variable Cost 
Gross 
Yield b/ Yield Price :returns 
estimate- 2er acre Unit per unit 2er acre 
Dollars Dolla:ni 
A 35 bu. ,79 a7.65 
J3 45 bu. ,79 35,55 
C 43 bu. ,79 33.97 
!I See Appendix Table IX. 
Cost per acre 
Dollars 
A B and C 
l. 72 l.~ 
1.59 1.59 
4,44 
3.31 7,75 
A B C 
4.00 4.00 4.00 
l.75 2.25 2.15 
5° 75 6,25 6.15 
9.06 14.00 13.90 
Less Returns to land, 
variable labo:r, capital 
Ct!:»$1t:S and mana~ement 
Dollars Dollars 
9,06 18.59 
14,00 21.55 
13.90 20.07 
'E.,I A, customary management; B, good management; c, farmer estimate. 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIX 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF ALFALFA 
GROWN ON McLAIN. REINA.CH AND YAHOLA SOILS 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Grady-McClain A~ea) 
Item cost Eer acre 
Dollars 
TOTAL PREHARVEST cos~1 
A B .c 
1.40 8.12 ,g 1~ 
'',. 
Harvest cost 
Mow (4 cuttings) ,29 hrs./acre at $.63/hr. .73 .73 .13 
Rake ,25 hrs./acre at $.63/hr, .60 ,60 .60 
Baling $.16/bale (custom) 11.84 15.68 17.~8 
Hauling $.08/bale (custom) 5.92 7.84 8.64 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 19 .09 24.85 27.25 
Total variable Cost 20.49 32.97 35 .:31 
Gross Less Returns to land!, 
Yield b/ Yield Price returns variable labor, capital, 
estimate- Eer acre Unit eer unit ee:r acre costs and manaiement 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollar~ 
A 2.4 ton 25.12 60.29 20.49 .39 .80 
B 3.2 ton 25. 12 80.38 32.97 47,41 
C 3.5 ton 25.12 87,92 35,37 5~L55 
!!:_/ See Appendix Table XII . 
.!?/ A, customary management; B, good management; C, farmer estimate. 
APPENDIX TABLE XX 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE 
OF BROOMCORN GROWN ON MclAIN, REINACH AND YAHOI.A SOILS 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKI.AROMA 
(Grady-McClain Area) 
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Item 
Cost 
per acre 
TOTAL PREHARVEST cos-r!1 
Dollars 
C 
$ 8.81 
b/ Harvest Cost-
Cutting .229 ton at 92.60 hrs./ton ($1.00/hr.) 21.~l 
Hauling in .229 ton at 13,76 hrs./ton 3,15 
Threshing 
Labor .229 ton at 19.68 hrs./ton 4.51 
Machine (seeder) .229 ton at $10,00/ton (custom) 2.29 
Baling 
Labor .229 ton at 13 man hrs./ton 2.98 
Machiqe(custom).£/ .229 ton at $5.00/ton 1.15 
Wir~/ .i29 ton at $1.50/ton .34 
Hauling to mkt •. 229 ton at $5.00/ton 1.15 
Machinery repair, gas, oil, lubrication 2 hrs./acre at $.47/hr. .94 
..,.---,-.= 
TOTAL HARVEST COST $37.~ 
Total variable cost 46.5.3 
Gross Less Returns to land, 
Yield e/ Yield 
estimate- per acre Unit 
Price returns 
per unit per acre 
variable labor, capital 
costs and management 
C .229 ton 
( 4. 4 acres /ton) 
,229 ton 
.229 ton 
!,I See Appendix Table XIII. 
.366 
412!/ 
3oof1 
83.81 
94.35 
68.70 
Dollars Dollars 
46.5.3 
46.5.3 
46 .. 5.3 
37.28 
47.82 
22.17 
'E_/ Harvest cost per ton may deviate considerably from this estimate, depend-
ing upon yield, stand, etc. 
£I Usual custom ra~e $1.00 per bale for machine. Assume 400 lbs. per bale. 
!I Wire cost $.30 per bale. 
!,I c, farmer estimate. 
!/ Average price of upper two quartiles ($411) and of lower two quartiles 
($300), 1947 to 1956. 
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APPENDIX TABLE XXI 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS Mm RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF . CORN 
GROWN ON McIAIN, REINA.CH AND YAHOLA SOILS 
!tem 
Harvest cost 
Picking (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $.05/bu, 
Yie~d b/ Yield 
estllllate- per acre Unit. 
A 22 buo 
B 44 bu. 
C 43 buo 
!I See Appendix Table XIV . 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Grady-McClain Area) 
Cost per acre 
TOTAL PREHARVEST cost!/ 
A 
4o lO 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable cost 
Gross 
Price returns 
Eer unit per acre 
Dollars Dollars 
1.46 .32012 
1.46 64024 
1.46 6i. 78 
4o25 
lo 10 
5o35 
9o45 
Less 
variable 
costs 
Dollars 
9.45 
19 .4.3 
19 0 .38 
Dollars 
B C 
12.98 12.98 
4Ji5 4,25. 
2.20 2.15 
6.45 6o40 
19 .4.3 19 .38 
Returns to land, 
labor, capital 
and manaa;ement 
Dollars 
22.67 
44081 
43040 
.!?,I A, customary management; B, good management; c, farme:r estimateo 
APPENDIX TABLE XXU. 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS ANDl RETURN$ FROM AN ACRE OF WHEAT 
GROWN ON McLAIN, REINACH ANDYAHOIA SOILS 
Item 
Harvest Cqst 
Combining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $.05/bu. 
Yield b/ Yield 
estimate- eer acre Unit 
A 12 bu, 
B 16 bu, 
C 22 bu, 
;i !l See Appendix Table XV • 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Grady-McClain Area) 
Cost per acre 
A 
TOTAL PREHARVEST cos~1 3.70 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable Cost 
Gross 
4,00 
.60 
4.60 
8.30 
Less 
Dollars 
4.00 
.80 
4.80 
12.94 
Returns to 
C 
8.14 
4.00 
1.10 
5.10= 
13.24 
land, 
Price returns variable labor, capital 
per unit per acre costs and mana;ement 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
2.06 24.~ 8.30 16.42 
2.06 ,32.96 li.94 20,00 
a.06 45.32 13)l4 Ja,08 
.!?_/ A, customary management; B, good management; C, farmer estimate. 
APPENDIX TABLE XXIII 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUGrION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF GRAIN 
SORGHUM GROWN ON McIAIN, REINA CH AND YAHOI.A SOILS IN SOUTH• 
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Grady-McClain Area) 
Item 
TOTAL PREHARVEST cos-r-!1 
Harvest cost 
Cambining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $.05/bu. 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable Cost 
A 
2.83 
4.00 
1.10 
Cost per acre 
Dollars 
4.00 
1.40 
5,40 
12.67 
C 
7 ,27 
4.00 
1.35 
5,35 
12.62 
83 
Yield b/ Yield 
estimate- per acre Unit 
Gross Less 
Price returns variable 
per unit per acre costs 
Returns to land, 
labor, capital 
and management 
A 
B 
C 
bu, 
bu. 
bu, 
!/ See Appendix Table XVI • 
Dollars Dollars Dollars 
1.22 
1.22 
1.22 
26.84 
34.16 
32.94 
7.93 
12.67 
12.68 
Dollars 
18.91 
21.49 
20.32 
.2,/ A, customary management; B, good management.; C, farmer estimate, 
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APPENDIX TABLE XXIV 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF BARLEY 
GROWN ON MclAIN, RElNACH AND YAHOIA SOILS 
Item 
Harvest Cost 
Combining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $.05/bu, 
Yield b/ Yield 
estimate- per acre Unit 
C 28 bu. 
!_/ See Appendix Table XVII • 
.!?_/ c, farmer estimate. 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKI.AROMA 
(Grady-McClain Area) 
Cost 
per acre 
Dollars 
TOTAJ., PREHARVEST cosir!1 
Price 
eer unit 
Dollars 
1·.06 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable cost 
Gross Less 
returns variable 
per acre costs 
Dollars D0llars 
29.68 13,27 
Returns 
labor, 
4.00 
l.40 
5.40 
13.27 
to land, 
capital 
and manaaement 
Dollars 
16.41 
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APPENDIX TABLE XXV 
ESTIMATED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND.RETURNS FROM AN ACRE OF OATS 
GROWN ON McLAIN, REINACH AND YAHOIA SOILS 
Item· 
Harvest Cost 
Combining (custom) 
Hauling (custom) $,05/bu. 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
(Grady-McClain Area) 
A 
TOTAL PREHARVEST cosir!1 3.31 
TOTAL HARVEST COST 
Total variable Cost 
Gross 
4.00 
1.40 
.5 .40 
8.71 
Less 
Costs per acre 
Dollars 
B 
7.75 
4,00 
1.80 
5.80 
1.3,55 
4.00 
1.70 
5.70 
13.45 
Returns to land, 
Yield b/ Yield Price returns variable labor, capital 
estimate- per acre Unit per unit per acre costs and manaaement 
Dollars DolLa:rs Dollars Dollars 
A 28 bu. ,79 22.12 8.71 1.3. 41 
B 36 bu. ,79 28.44 1.3.55 14.89 
C 34 bu. .79 26.86 13.45 13.41 
!,I See Appendix Table XVIII. 
"E.I A, customary management; B, good management; c, farmer estimate. 
Year 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
19.37 
19.38 
19.39 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
l955b/ 
1956-'! 
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APPENDIX TABLE XXVI 
BROOMCORN ACREAGE, YIEID, PRODUCT!ON,PRICE AND VALUE FOR 
OKlAHO:MA (1919~1956)!.I 
Acreage 
Planted Harvested 
(1,000 acres) 
152 
208 
167 
180 
127 
188 
284 
80 
132 
95 
75 
95 
63 
65 
67 
115 
91 
110 
82 
65 
80 
67 
91 
96 
115 
92 
116 
233 
178 
146 
195 
273 
246 
120 
169 
106 
128 
125 
164 
144 
150 
103 
135 
210 
100 
100 
76 
61 
84 
60 
~ 
58 
109 
80 
102 
75 
59 
~ 
59 
83 
87 
97 
78 
105 
65 
Yield per 
harvested 
acre 
{Pounds) 
307 
250 
330 
:Eno 
240 
369 
210 
350 
370 
360 
287 
220 
290 
250 
225 
140 
:no 
170 
.300 
310 
268 
310 
340 
385 
325 
375 
290 
295 
.J~O 
300 
295 
320 
315 
295 
300 
215 
325 
220 
Pro.., 
duct.ion 
(Tons) 
35,800 
22,200 
24,100 
20,500 
32,800 
45,400 
12,600 
29,600 
19,600 
23,000 
17,900 
18,000 
20,900 
18,800 
11,600 
9,400 
22,000 
8,500 
15,000 
11,800 
8,200 
1.3,000 
10,200 
11,900 
9,400 
20,400 
11,600 
15,000 
12,000 
8,800 
10,600 
9,400 
1.3, 100 
12,800 
14,600 
8,400 
17,100 
1,200 
Season°s 
average 
price 
per ton 
145 
114 
67 
214 
153 
84 
132 
71 
98 
109 
119 
80 
51 
39 
106 
153 
83 
131 
70 
71 
105 
71 
135 
180 
291 
230 
275 
305 
:no 
325 
255 
380 
450 
450 
~5 
415 
228 
480 
Farm 
value 
($1,0001 
5,191 
2,531 
1,615 
4,387 
5,018 
3,814 
1,663 
2,102 
1,921 
2,507 
2, 1.30 
1,440 
1,066 
733 
1,230 
1,438 
1,826 
1,114 
1,050 
838 
861 
923 
1J311 
2,142 
2,735 
4,692 
3,190 
4,575 
3,~o 
2,860 
2,703 
3,5~ 
5,895 
5,760 
4,745 
3,486 
3,899 
!,I Source: United States Department of AgricultureJ Agricultural Statisti= 
cian (@klahoma City, Oklahoma), ''Broomcorn/1 Statistical Bulletin No. 
155, USDAp Agricultural Marketing Service (Washington, D, C, February, 
1955), 
}ll Preliminary, 
APPENDIX TABLE XXVII 
BROOMCORN ACREAGE, YIELD, PRODUCl'lON., FARM PRICE AND VALUE 
. FOR THE UNITED STATES (1929-1956)!.f 
Season's 
Acreage Yield average price Farm 
Year harvested Eer acre Production eer short ··ton value 
(1,000 acres) (Pounds) (Short Tons) Dollars (1,000) 
1929 310 304,5 47,.300 114.52 5,417 
1930 .392 260,8 51,100 66.26 3,386 
1931 314 31.3.7 49,300 44.81 2,209 
1932 31.3 261.8 40,900 37,04 1,515 
1933 277 216.5 30,000 102.00 3,060 
1934 305 188.9 28,700 164,4.3 4,719 
1935 501 247,l 61,800 73,75 4,558 
1936 309 231.4 35,800 116.03 4,154 
1937 282 a98.2 42,100 70.14 2,953 
1938 267 280,3 37,500 62. 1.3 2,.330 
1939 228 263 30,000 107.00 3,204 
1940 298 i95 43,900 66.00 2,897 
1941 250 370 46,300 119.00 5,498 
1942 230 339 39,000 174.00 6,776 
1943 244 298 36,800 267.00 9,663 
1944 382 .3~ 69 ,aoo 215.00 14 ,88.2 
1945 286 281 40,.300 259.00 10,420 
1946 300 191 4.3,500 292.00 12,686 
1947 235 292 34,400 300.00 10,~3 
( \ 1948 207 291 30,000 .308.00 9 ,23.3 
1949 291 .314 45,700 214.00 9,771 
1950 216 257 27,700 367.00 10,156 
1951 267.5 258 34,500 436.00 15,033 
1952 263 242 31,800 401.00 12,751 
195.3 268 e39 32,000 335,00 10,719 
1954 260 220 28,600 364.00 10,401 
1955 .316. 9 a7s 44,000 2~3.00 9,795 
1956 203.4 200 20,300 445.00 9,038 
!_/ Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Ag:ricultural Estimates 
Division, Agricultural Marketing Service (Washington, D. C., Decembe:r, 
1956). 
Year 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
APPENDIX TABLE XXVIII 
BROOMCORN EXPORTS, IMPORTS AND SUPPLIES FOR 
THE UNITED STATES ( 1929-19 55 )!/ 
Imports Supplies 
Exports Minus (Production plus 
88 
Imeorts {Short tons} Exeorts Imeorts minus Exports) 
(Short tons) (Sh,o,rt Tons 
0 4,896 = 4,896 42,404 
0 4,931 = 4,931 46,169 
11 4,517 = 4,506 44,794 
0 3,758 = 3,758 31,142 
0 3,791 = 3,791 26,209 
3,398 2,651 747 29,447 
2,646 2,243 403 62,.303 
969 2,890 = 1,921 33,879 
363 1,950 - 1,587 40,51.3 
96 1,903 ~ 1,807 35,693 
104 2,186 - 2,082 27,918 
23 2,685 - 2,662 41,238 
360 3,127 - 2,767 43,533 
432 4,303 - 3,871 35,129 
796 2,969 - 2,173 34,027 
4,770 1,878 2,892 ~,092 
1,104 3,799 = 2,695 37,605 
5,224 2,34:2 ~,88:7,l; 46,382 
2,951 1,282 1,669 36,069 
4,660 1,533 3,127 33,127 
1,168 2,197 = 1,029 44,671 
2,997 3,162 165 27,535 
5,131 1,795 3,336 37,836 
5,943 1,519 4,424 36,224 
3,618 1,015 2,603 34,603 
5,251 1,307 3,944 32,544 
973 1,998 = 1,025 42,975 
!.I Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultut·al Est:imateiB 
Division, Agricultural Marketing Service (December, 1956), 
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